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downtowns and urban centers to a more human-centric 
future. Cities from Oakland to Milan have already begun 
experiments in reclaiming parking, travel lanes, and entire 
streets for pedestrians and cyclists or to add commercial 
space for outdoor dining that lets restaurants maintain six-foot 
(two-meter) separation while serving enough customers for 
economic sustainability. Work and school life will likely shift 
to include more telework and virtual options, which could 
maintain the improvements in air quality brought on by 
dramatic reductions in vehicular use during shutdowns. 

On the other hand, an increasing role for remote work will 
reduce the customer base for downtown commerce and may 
lessen the importance of a location in downtown for many 
companies. Tourism, at least in the short-term, will shift from 
a national and international focus to a preference for regional 
travel—surveys show widespread consumer reluctance to 
spend multiple hours in the confi nes of an airplane—and 
that shift could have a large impact on downtown hotels and 
attractions. Fortunately, downtowns and center cities have 
a long history of evolving to adapt to changing times and 
market preferences. The value of downtowns may shift, along 
with the ways we use and evaluate them, but downtowns’ 
resilience across economic, social, and environmental 
measures positions them well to lead citywide recovery. 
Downtowns have emerged from past crises even stronger, and 
there’s no reason to think they won’t this time. 

Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Romer has this to say 
about the future of urban agglomeration in the wake of 
COVID-19:

“The fact is that the intense interaction that cities allow is 
immensely productive. I think what we’re going to learn 
from this is that there are a variety of ways to continue to 
interact frequently while minimizing the risks of transmitting 
viruses. I doubt that this is going to slow down the growth of 
cities. I think the underlying economic reality is that there is 
tremendous economic value in interacting with people and 
sharing ideas. There’s still a lot to be gained from interaction 
in close physical proximity because such interaction is a large 
part of how we establish trust. So, I think that, for the rest of 
my life, cities are going to continue to be where the action is.”1 

GREAT CITIES START DOWNTOWN

No city or region can succeed without a strong downtown, 
the place where compactness and density bring people, 
capital, and ideas together in ways that build the economy, 
opportunity, community and identity. Downtowns across the 
U.S. experienced unprecedented change in 2020, a year 
fundamentally altered by the COVID-19 pandemic. As states 
and cities imposed shutdowns to control the spread of the 
new coronavirus, downtowns and urban centers emptied 
almost overnight, and the street life and interactions that give 
them such appeal ground to a halt.

Typically, despite a relatively small share of a city’s overall 
geography, a downtown delivers signifi cant economic and 
community benefi ts across both city and region. Downtown 
serves as the epicenter of commerce, capital investment, 
diversity, public discourse, socialization, knowledge and 
innovation. It provides social benefi ts through access to 
community spaces and public institutions. It acts as a hub for 
employment, civic engagement, arts and culture, historical 
heritage, local identity, and fi nancial impact. In short, the 
proximity and density that downtown and center cities create 
drive the city around them to thrive. 

Showcasing the ways that downtown can lead urban 
resilience, downtown communities in cities across the country 
came together almost as soon as the pandemic began 
to support their residents, employees, and businesses. 
Downtown organizations became some of the fi rst to provide 
relief to shuttered small businesses. Urban place management 
organizations quickly organized enhanced cleaning of 
public areas, disseminated trusted information, and in some 
cases directly provided relief funds to those most affected. 
Recognizing the importance of small and local businesses to 
downtown’s unique character, downtown communities rallied 
to help businesses realize income through the purchase of gift 
cards and takeout or delivered meals from restaurants. 

No one knows yet how the pandemic will change cities. 
Physical-distancing measures seem likely to become standard 
at public gatherings, outdoor cafes, and in parks for some 
time. Even though downtowns may lose some of their vibrancy 
temporarily with the shuttering of some local businesses, 
stay-at-home mandates, and continued physical distancing, 
the “new normal” may present new opportunities to adapt 
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IDA began this research in 2017, working with Stantec’s 
Urban Places group and the fi rst cohort of 13 UPMOs to 
develop a methodology for compiling and evaluating 
data from those 13 downtowns. In 2020, our analysis has 
expanded to include 37 downtowns and center cities across 
the U.S. 

The analysis focuses on how downtown provides value in the 
fi ve organizing principles of economy, inclusion, vibrancy, 
identity, and resilience. IDA and our UPMO partners work 
together to collect more than 250 individual data points 

About the Value of Downtowns Project

Building on IDA’s unique industry-wide perspective and expertise, this study quantifi es the value of U.S. downtowns and 
center cities across more than 150 metrics organized under fi ve core value principles, with a focus on how downtowns 
contribute to the city and region around them. The Value of U.S. Downtowns and Center Cities study has emerged from a 
partnership between IDA and local urban place management organization (UPMO). UPMOs have invaluable insights into 
the areas they manage and have the relationships that help them unlock essential data sources for this study.

The study aims to emphasize the importance of downtown, to demonstrate its unique return on investment, to inform future 
decision making, and to increase support from local decision makers. The primary project goals are to:

PROJECT OVERVIEW
1

Provide a common set of metrics to communicate the value of downtown.

Expand the range of arguments UPMOs can make to their stakeholders using 
publicly available data.

across four benchmark years (most current year available, 
2015, 2010, and 2000) and three geographic levels (study 
area, city, and MSA/county). In addition, for employment 
data we collect three different jobs totals (primary, all jobs, 
and all private jobs) for all years between 2002 and 2017 to 
show more nuanced employment trends over time. In total, 
we utilize more than 8,400 individual pieces of data for each 
participating downtown, and our downtown database now 
contains around 310,000 pieces of data. All data included in 
the study predates the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Urban Place Management Organizations
IDA’s members are urban place management organizations 
that manage growing districts to help create vital, healthy, 
thriving cities for everyone—from residents to visitors to 
business owners. These UPMOs are downtown champions 
that bring urban centers to life.

Since 1970, property and business owners in cities 
throughout North America have realized that revitalizing 
and sustaining vibrant downtowns, city centers and 

neighborhood districts requires focused attention beyond 
the services municipal governments alone can provide. 
These private-sector stakeholders come together to form 
and fund nonprofi t management associations that deliver key 
services and activities within the boundaries of their districts. 
UPMOs typically operate as business improvement districts 
(BIDs), business improvement areas (BIAs), partnerships or 
alliances. 

11downtown.org    |    © 2018 International Downtown Association

INCLUSION As the literal and fi gurative heart of their cities, downtowns represent and welcome 
residents, employees, and visitors from all walks of life. Residents of strong downtowns 
often come from a wide range of racial, socioeconomic, cultural, and educational 
backgrounds, and from across all ages. This diversity ensures that as an inclusive place, 
downtown has a broad appeal to all users and a strong social fabric. Downtowns provide 
access for all to opportunity, essential services, culture, recreation, entertainment and civic 
activities. 

Downtowns and center cities are valuable due to their roles as economic anchors for 
their regions. As traditional centers of commerce, transportation, education, and government, 
downtowns and center cities frequently serve as hubs of industry and as revenue generators, 
despite their only making up a small fraction of the city’s or region’s land area. Downtowns 
support high percentages of jobs across many different industries and skill levels. Because of 
a relatively high density of economic activity, investment in the center city provides a greater 
return per dollar for both public and private sectors than investments elsewhere.

ECONOMY

IDENTITY Downtowns and center cities often serve as iconic symbols of their cities, creating 
a strong sense of place that enhances local pride. The authentic cultural offerings in 
downtown enhance its character, heritage, and beauty, and create an environment that other 
parts of the city can’t easily replicate. Combining community history and personal memory, a 
downtown’s cultural value plays a central role in preserving and promoting regional identity. 
Downtowns and center cities serve as places for regional residents to come together, 
participate in civic life, and celebrate their region, which in turn promotes tourism and civic 
society. 

RESILIENCE Downtowns and center cities play a crucial role in building stability, sustainability, 
and prosperity for the city and region. Their diversity, concentration of economic 
activity, and density of services better equip them to adapt to economic and social shocks 
than more homogenous communities. They can play a key role in advancing regional 
resilience, particularly in the wake of economic and environmental shocks, which often 
disproportionately affect less economically and socially dynamic areas.

VIBRANCY The ability of vibrant places to attract visitors and new residents, as well as a 
regionwide consumer base, creates value. Vibrancy means the buzz of activity and 
excitement that comes with high-quality experiential offerings like breweries, restaurants, 
theatres, or outdoor events. Many unique regional cultural institutions, businesses, centers 
of innovation, public spaces and activities are located downtown. As the cultural center of 
their cities, downtowns typically attract a large share of citywide visitors and account for a 
large share of citywide hotels and hotel rooms.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
1
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Methodology Overviewi 

i Refer to the appendix for the full methodology and list of metrics used in the study.
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The fi rst step to this study is to identify the right boundaries 
that capture a downtown district. Geographic parameters 
often vary across data sources and may not align with a 
UPMO’s jurisdiction. This study has adopted a defi nition 
of the commercial downtown that moves beyond the 
boundaries of a development authority or a business 
improvement district. IDA’s Value of Investing in Canadian 
Downtowns report expresses the challenge well: “Overall, 
endless debate could be had around the exact boundaries 
of a downtown, what constitutes a downtown and what 
elements should be in or out. Yet it is the hope of this 
study that anyone picking up this report and fl icking to 
their home city will generally think: Give or take a little, this 
downtown boundary makes sense to me for my home city.”2 
IDA worked with each UPMO to identify the boundaries of 
their downtown for this project, giving priority to alignment 
with census tracts for ease of incorporating data from the 
U.S. Census. 

To measure the value of downtowns relative to their cities, 
the analysis relies on data that could be collected effi ciently 
and uniformly for a downtown, its city, and its region. IDA 
collects data from multiple national databases, such as the 
U.S. Census, LEHD, and ESRI. In addition, IDA gives each 
participating UPMO a list of metrics to collect from local 
sources like county assessors or commercial real estate 
brokers. IDA then analyzes the data to identify study area 
trends and benchmark the area against the city, the region, 
and other downtowns in the study. 

“

”

Downtown is a strong employment 

and industry hub for the city, with 

a concentration of high-paying 

and high-growth employment 

sectors. 43% of all citywide jobs are 

located downtown, as are 58% of 

citywide knowledge jobs. Overall, 

employment has increased 14% 

since 2010, outpacing both the city 

and region. In addition, the number 

of knowledge jobs grew 28% 

during that period. Each square 

mile supports 85,924 workers on 

average, more than ten times the 

average job density citywide.

The analysis includes meaningful qualitative observations 
to acknowledge unique features or add nuance and context 
to trends revealed in the data. As an example, universities 
often sit on the edge of a downtown study area. Even if 
not technically inside downtown, the university’s students 
typically represent a large user and consumer base for 
downtown, and the analysis describes how the student 
presence infl uences the downtown environment. 

The analytical focus of the report is to make and support 
value statements about downtown by comparing it to the 
city, identifying its growth trends over time, and illustrating 
its density. For instance, data patterns revealed this for 2017 
employment totals in downtown Seattle: 
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Known Limits to This Project

While this study aims to provide a comprehensive 
quantifi cation of the value of downtowns, we know of several 
limitations to our approach. Not all local sources consistently 
collect the same data. Some supplemental data we ask 
our local partners to collect is not always available, making 
comparisons based on these metrics impossible. In some 
cases, the data we ask for simply does not exist or has not 
been collected on the relatively small scale of census tracts or 
downtown neighborhoods. This makes it challenging to rely 
on local data for analysis and often results in some missing 
pieces in our narrative.

The sample size of 37 does gain representational power by 
its inclusion of downtowns that operate across a range of 
geographies and within widely varying contexts. Nevertheless, 
we recognize that its extrapolations may not apply to 
every U.S. downtown. Our most recent data also comes 
predominantly from the 2018 American Community Surveys 

(ACS), and the 2017 Longitudinal Employer-Household 
Dynamics (LEHD) On the Map tool, and ESRI Business Analyst. 
Due to the lag in data availability, some metrics may not align 
with more recent data from local downtown, municipal, or 
proprietary sources. This will be especially true in coming 
years as the employment loss during COVID-19 will not be 
observed in our data sources for several years.

Citywide context plays a large role in the analysis. Signifi cant 
variance in overall city size (from Spartanburg’s 20 square 
miles to Oklahoma City’s 606) can skew comparisons of the 
proportion of citywide jobs or population in different districts. 
However, since downtowns operate within the context of their 
city, understanding the proportion of jobs, residents, and 
other metrics as a percentage of their cities still provides an 
important perspective on a downtown’s contribution to its city 
and region. 

Improvements Over Previous Years and 
Areas for Future Research

IDA has implemented a new data-collection system that 
allows us not only to expand the database for new study 
participants but also to update the publicly available data 
used for participants in previous years of this study. This 
means that we used updated data from previous years to 
benchmark this year’s cohort of downtowns. We have begun 
to develop a plan for updating local data from earlier cohorts 
(e.g., tax information, visitor counts, etc.) to coincide with the 
next update of the decennial census. 

In addition to all the data collected in previous years, we 
have continued to add new metrics from untapped data 

sources. In social resilience, these include the percentages 
of residents without health insurance and of households 
without access to computers or internet access. We have also 
gone deeper into the analysis of select metrics, such as using 
income by age and school-enrollment data to tell a more 
complete story about residents downtown. 

Analysis this year also included maps of population change 
and job concentration in the downtown as compared to the 
larger city. Future analysis will develop more spatial analysis 
and include more visual representations of data and trends, 
created with Tableau. 
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trends and benchmark the area against the city, the region, 
and other downtowns in the study. 

“

”

Downtown is a strong employment 

and industry hub for the city, with 

a concentration of high-paying 

and high-growth employment 

sectors. 43% of all citywide jobs are 

located downtown, as are 58% of 

citywide knowledge jobs. Overall, 

employment has increased 14% 

since 2010, outpacing both the city 

and region. In addition, the number 

of knowledge jobs grew 28% 

during that period. Each square 

mile supports 85,924 workers on 

average, more than ten times the 

average job density citywide.

The analysis includes meaningful qualitative observations 
to acknowledge unique features or add nuance and context 
to trends revealed in the data. As an example, universities 
often sit on the edge of a downtown study area. Even if 
not technically inside downtown, the university’s students 
typically represent a large user and consumer base for 
downtown, and the analysis describes how the student 
presence infl uences the downtown environment. 

The analytical focus of the report is to make and support 
value statements about downtown by comparing it to the 
city, identifying its growth trends over time, and illustrating 
its density. For instance, data patterns revealed this for 2017 
employment totals in downtown Seattle: 
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Known Limits to This Project

While this study aims to provide a comprehensive 
quantifi cation of the value of downtowns, we know of several 
limitations to our approach. Not all local sources consistently 
collect the same data. Some supplemental data we ask 
our local partners to collect is not always available, making 
comparisons based on these metrics impossible. In some 
cases, the data we ask for simply does not exist or has not 
been collected on the relatively small scale of census tracts or 
downtown neighborhoods. This makes it challenging to rely 
on local data for analysis and often results in some missing 
pieces in our narrative.

The sample size of 37 does gain representational power by 
its inclusion of downtowns that operate across a range of 
geographies and within widely varying contexts. Nevertheless, 
we recognize that its extrapolations may not apply to 
every U.S. downtown. Our most recent data also comes 
predominantly from the 2018 American Community Surveys 

(ACS), and the 2017 Longitudinal Employer-Household 
Dynamics (LEHD) On the Map tool, and ESRI Business Analyst. 
Due to the lag in data availability, some metrics may not align 
with more recent data from local downtown, municipal, or 
proprietary sources. This will be especially true in coming 
years as the employment loss during COVID-19 will not be 
observed in our data sources for several years.

Citywide context plays a large role in the analysis. Signifi cant 
variance in overall city size (from Spartanburg’s 20 square 
miles to Oklahoma City’s 606) can skew comparisons of the 
proportion of citywide jobs or population in different districts. 
However, since downtowns operate within the context of their 
city, understanding the proportion of jobs, residents, and 
other metrics as a percentage of their cities still provides an 
important perspective on a downtown’s contribution to its city 
and region. 

Improvements Over Previous Years and 
Areas for Future Research

IDA has implemented a new data-collection system that 
allows us not only to expand the database for new study 
participants but also to update the publicly available data 
used for participants in previous years of this study. This 
means that we used updated data from previous years to 
benchmark this year’s cohort of downtowns. We have begun 
to develop a plan for updating local data from earlier cohorts 
(e.g., tax information, visitor counts, etc.) to coincide with the 
next update of the decennial census. 

In addition to all the data collected in previous years, we 
have continued to add new metrics from untapped data 

sources. In social resilience, these include the percentages 
of residents without health insurance and of households 
without access to computers or internet access. We have also 
gone deeper into the analysis of select metrics, such as using 
income by age and school-enrollment data to tell a more 
complete story about residents downtown. 

Analysis this year also included maps of population change 
and job concentration in the downtown as compared to the 
larger city. Future analysis will develop more spatial analysis 
and include more visual representations of data and trends, 
created with Tableau. 
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Downtown Profi le | Overview

Study Area
DOWNTOWN PARTNER

Downtown Tempe Authority

CITY

Tempe, AZ

A city’s strength and prosperity depend on a strong downtown and center city, which serve as centers of culture, knowledge, 
and innovation. The performance of districts and center cities strengthens an entire region’s economic productivity, inclusion, 
vibrancy, identity, and resilience. While the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic remains to be seen, in the short-term, 
the signifi cance of the downtown and how it intertwines with the rest of the city and region has never been more apparent. 
Many of the hardest hit industries – retail, food, entertainment, tourism, arts and culture, and nonprofi t organizations – are 
most visible downtown and make a downtown so compelling. But it is these very sectors, and their return to business that will 
mark the start of the recovery, and accelerate the return of a strong city-wide economy.

2

Rapidly growing employment and an attractive live/work 
dynamic have spurred strong growth in downtown Tempe. 
Although smaller and less dense than more developed 
downtowns, population and job density have both grown 
at an extreme pace. Since 2010, density has increased by 
14,400 workers and 1,000 residents per square mile. Key 
demographic measures demonstrate downtown Tempe’s 
close relationship with Arizona State University (ASU), as 
students make up a large share of downtown population. 

Seeing the value of Tempe’s urban core and the need for 
active planning to manage this strong growth, the City of 
Tempe is working to produce a master plan for the urban 
core. This report refers to the most recent draft available to 
the study team, released in October 2019, as the draft Urban 
Core Master Plan. The plan seeks to shape downtown and 
surrounding neighborhoods into stronger, more resilient, 
better connected, and more sustainable urban places.

Population and residents per square mile both rank low 
compared to other downtowns in this study, but both have 
recorded rapid increases. Residential units have more than 
doubled in recent years—from 1,055 in 2015 to 2,350 in 
2019—with another 270 under construction.
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Source: LEHD On the Map (2017)

Source: U.S. Decennial Census (2010); American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
(2014–2018)
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Inventory

RETAIL 
(SF)

1.2M

70.9K

2,349

963

Downtown

24%

2%

3%

16%

Share of City

OFFICE 
(SF)

RESIDENTIAL 
UNITS
(LOCAL DATA)

HOTEL 
(ROOMS)

28%

77%

569%

45%*

Growth (2010-2019)

1.3M

76.2K

2,526

1,035

Per Square Mile

Employment in downtown has skyrocketed, absorbing 30% 
of Tempe’s overall job growth between 2010 and 2017. 
While downtown contains only 10% of citywide jobs, if jobs 
continue to grow so much faster than the citywide rate, 
downtown will take on increasing prominence as a citywide 
employment hub. The most recent fi gure for downtown jobs, 
20,500, does not include ASU employment—10,000 jobs 
in the educational service sector, located in a neighboring 
census tract just beyond the study area. If ASU was counted 
as part of the district, its jobs would represent about a third 
of downtown employment. Combined, downtown and ASU 
would account for 15% of the city’s jobs.

Downtown has enjoyed sustained interest in all types of 
development. Between 2015 and 2019, developers delivered 
more than 260,000 square feet of new offi ce space and have 
another 42,000 square feet in the pipeline. As mentioned, 
housing inventory has expanded rapidly to keep up with 
population, growing 569% since 2010. Finally, the number of 
hotel rooms and the volume of retail space have both also 
seen signifi cant growth since 2010, building downtown’s 
capacity and boosting its appeal as a destination.

Source: CoStar Q2 2019; Tempe Tourism Of� ce (2018)

* 2010 to 2018

Defi ning Boundaries

The study area extends beyond the boundaries of the 
business improvement district; geographic parameters vary 
across data sources and don’t typically align with a place 
management organization’s jurisdiction. For this study, IDA 
recommended that participating urban place management 
organizations use the commonly understood defi nition 
of their downtowns and match boundaries to hard edges 
like roads, water, natural features or highways. IDA worked 
with each group to align its study area with census tract 
boundaries for ease of incorporating publicly available data 
from the U.S. Census.
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at an extreme pace. Since 2010, density has increased by 
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demographic measures demonstrate downtown Tempe’s 
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Tempe is working to produce a master plan for the urban 
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Core Master Plan. The plan seeks to shape downtown and 
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better connected, and more sustainable urban places.
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While downtown contains only 10% of citywide jobs, if jobs 
continue to grow so much faster than the citywide rate, 
downtown will take on increasing prominence as a citywide 
employment hub. The most recent fi gure for downtown jobs, 
20,500, does not include ASU employment—10,000 jobs 
in the educational service sector, located in a neighboring 
census tract just beyond the study area. If ASU was counted 
as part of the district, its jobs would represent about a third 
of downtown employment. Combined, downtown and ASU 
would account for 15% of the city’s jobs.

Downtown has enjoyed sustained interest in all types of 
development. Between 2015 and 2019, developers delivered 
more than 260,000 square feet of new offi ce space and have 
another 42,000 square feet in the pipeline. As mentioned, 
housing inventory has expanded rapidly to keep up with 
population, growing 569% since 2010. Finally, the number of 
hotel rooms and the volume of retail space have both also 
seen signifi cant growth since 2010, building downtown’s 
capacity and boosting its appeal as a destination.
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* 2010 to 2018

Defi ning Boundaries

The study area extends beyond the boundaries of the 
business improvement district; geographic parameters vary 
across data sources and don’t typically align with a place 
management organization’s jurisdiction. For this study, IDA 
recommended that participating urban place management 
organizations use the commonly understood defi nition 
of their downtowns and match boundaries to hard edges 
like roads, water, natural features or highways. IDA worked 
with each group to align its study area with census tract 
boundaries for ease of incorporating publicly available data 
from the U.S. Census.
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Downtown Tempe Study Area

Transit-impact map from the draft Urban Core Master Plan
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We defi ned downtown’s boundaries as Red Mountain 
Freeway on the north, N. Scottsdale Road on the east, E. 
University Drive on the south, and the railroad tracks on the 
west. This area outlines census tract 3187. The city is defi ned 
as the City of Tempe, and the region is the Phoenix–Mesa–
Scottsdale Metro Area. The planning area for the City’s draft 
Urban Core Master Plan extends beyond the area evaluated 
for this study. The accompanying transit-impact map shows 
its boundaries. 

IDA and the Downtown Tempe Authority wanted to build 
a deeper understanding of downtown’s contribution to 
citywide and regional performance across a range of areas. 
We grouped these areas under fi ve principles—economy, 
inclusion, vibrancy, identity, and resilience—developed 
in 2017 in workshops with the fi rst cohort of urban place 
management organizations that IDA assembled for this 
analysis. We evaluated data for multiple factors within each 
principle, focusing on trends and growth over time, and how 
downtown compared to the city and the region. 
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Economy | Impact, Innovation
Downtowns make up a small share of their city’s land area but have substantial 
economic importance.

While downtowns and center cities constitute a small share 
of citywide land area, there’s no understating their regional 
economic importance. As traditional centers of commerce, 
transportation, education, and government, downtowns 
serve as economic anchors for their cities and regions. 
Thanks to highly concentrated economic activity, investment 
in the center city yields a high level of return per dollar. 
Urban centers across the U.S. were the fi rst areas to recover 
from the Great Recession, and although the impact of the 
2020 COVID-19 pandemic is still being felt, prior analysis 
of the role of downtowns and center cities highlights their 
unique ability to absorb and recover from economic shocks 
and stresses.  

Benefi ts of Economy: Economic Output, Economic 
Impact, Investment, Creativity, Innovation, Visitation, 
Spending, Density, Sustainability, Tax Revenue, Scale, 
Commerce, Opportunity

Jobs and Industries

As of 2017, downtown Tempe had 20,546 jobs, which 
represented growth of 188% since 2010. Employment 
dropped notably during the Great Recession (2007 to 2009), 
but downtown recovered quickly, surpassing the 2007 jobs 
total by 2011 and more than doubling it by 2017. The chart 
on the following page illustrates the rapid employment 
growth in downtown Tempe after the recession, spurred by 
a large increase in knowledge jobs, specifi cally in the fi nance 
and insurance sector. The still-uncertain period of COVID 
recovery will provide a test of downtown’s resilience.

Between 2010 and 2017 downtown saw a massive 286% 
increase in the number of knowledge jobs. In total, 11,300 
jobs in fi nance and insurance were created in the city - of 
which 8,300 were located downtown. This growth increased 
the number of fi nance and insurance jobs in downtown 
by 469%. Most of this sector’s growth occured between 
2015 and 2017 with completion of the Hayden Ferry offi ce 
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Employment (Primary Jobs)

CITY’S JOBS

10%

CITY’S CREATIVE 
JOBS

1%

CITY’S PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 
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CITY’S KNOWLEDGE 
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22%

Source: LEHD On the Map (2017)
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ACCOMMODATION 
AND FOOD SERVICE
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buildings along the lake, which attracted companies like 
State Farm, Silicon Valley Bank, and AmeriFirst Financial. 
Further, of the total 20,800 knowledge jobs Tempe 
added between 2010 and 2017, more than half located in 
downtown, increasing knowledge jobs there by 286%. With 
22% of citywide knowledge jobs, compared to 10% of overall 
jobs, downtown has clearly become the focal point for 
knowledge industries in Tempe. ASU provides an invaluable 
asset for offi ce job growth, similar to the universities behind 
the booming Research Triangle in North Carolina, where 
companies locate to capitalize on the expertise of the area’s 
research faculties and graduates.1 The draft Tempe Urban 
Core Master Plan envisions continued growth in offi ce 
jobs and businesses. One of the plan’s strategic goals is to 
promote economic growth and mixed-use development on 
Rio Salado Parkway along Tempe Town Lake on the northern 
edge of downtown.2

Across other key employment sectors, 15% of citywide jobs 
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buildings along the lake, which attracted companies like 
State Farm, Silicon Valley Bank, and AmeriFirst Financial. 
Further, of the total 20,800 knowledge jobs Tempe 
added between 2010 and 2017, more than half located in 
downtown, increasing knowledge jobs there by 286%. With 
22% of citywide knowledge jobs, compared to 10% of overall 
jobs, downtown has clearly become the focal point for 
knowledge industries in Tempe. ASU provides an invaluable 
asset for offi ce job growth, similar to the universities behind 
the booming Research Triangle in North Carolina, where 
companies locate to capitalize on the expertise of the area’s 
research faculties and graduates.1 The draft Tempe Urban 
Core Master Plan envisions continued growth in offi ce 
jobs and businesses. One of the plan’s strategic goals is to 
promote economic growth and mixed-use development on 
Rio Salado Parkway along Tempe Town Lake on the northern 
edge of downtown.2

Across other key employment sectors, 15% of citywide jobs 
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Source: LEHD On the Map (2017)

Source: LEHD On the Map (2004–2017)
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Source: LEHD On the Map (2004-2017)

The sharp increase, then decrease in total employment between 2011 and 2015 re� ects how LEHD counted Educational Service jobs. LEHD counts jobs by administrative addresses 
or headquarters rather than actual job locations. A company or organization with branch of� ces or off-site employees will have all jobs attached to the address of the headquarters or 
administrative of� ce. It appears that ASU had an administrative address in the study area between 2012 and 2014, causing the large spike and subsequent drop (seen in the grey bars 
representing total employment) as the address for its 10,000 jobs moved.

in accommodation and food service are located downtown, 
exceeding the study area’s overall share of citywide jobs and 
indicating a concentration of restaurants, bars, and hotels. 
The coronavirus health emergency hit the hospitality industry 
particularly hard; the concentration of these jobs in the study 
area suggests that the entire downtown economicy will suffer 
as a result.

Setting pandemic recovery aside, the category of creative 
jobs—people working in performing arts centers, museums, 
and recreational or live-entertainment venues—represents 
a key employment weakness. A 1% share of citywide jobs 
in this area points to a lack of those types of offerings. This 
fi gure does not include sports stadiums like the Sun Devil 
Football Stadium and Desert Financial Arena, which do 
provide sports-oriented live entertainment. 
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The large majority of downtown workers at private businesses 
(83%) work at fi rms with more than 250 employees. This rate, 
higher than the citywide or regional norm, suggests that 
downtown looks less attractive to small businesses than other 
parts of in the city. Furthermore, 83% of workers at private 
businesses work at fi rms established more than 11 years ago, 
again higher than the city overall, suggesting there are fewer 
startups downtown and the entrepreneurial environment 
could be stronger. While the number of jobs at small and 
young fi rms has increased since 2011, by 46% and 37% 
respectively, the growth in older-and large-fi rm employment 
has eclipsed that. The number of jobs at fi rms of more than 
250 people increased by 158%, and the number of jobs at 
fi rms established more than 11 years ago rose 142%. This 
data indicates a downtown market oriented more toward 
large and longstanding institutions—such as large companies 
like State Farm that have established themselves downtown 
in the last decade—than small businesses and startups.

The map shows the distribution of jobs among the eight 
character areas defi ned by Tempe’s Character Area Plan. 
Downtown contains only 10% of citywide jobs—but many jobs 
outside of downtown occur in industries that don’t typically 
locate in dense urban cores. Industrial uses, warehouses, and 
distribution centers pack both the Diablo/Double Butte and 
Mills/Emerald areas. Mills/Emerald also contains some large-
footprint retail businesses—car dealerships, Arizona Mills 
Mall, IKEA, Costco, and a few others. Downtown will likely 
never attract jobs in these sectors, which need substantial 
space and quick, easy access for distribution fl eets, and for 
the large footprint retail, a signifi cant amount of convenient 
parking. Downtown does, however, have a commanding 
concentration of jobs in the knowledge industries, as noted 
earlier; it counts 22% of all such jobs in the city.
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Jobs in Tempe by Character Area

Source: LEHD On the Map—Primary Jobs (2017)

*This report separates downtown from the Rio Salado / Downtown / ASU / NW neighborhoods 
character area.

Fiscal Impact

Despite occupying only 2.3% of Tempe’s land area, downtown 
generates more than a third of citywide property taxes. One 
square mile of downtown generates $7.4 million in property 
taxes, compared to a citywide average of $500,000 per 
square mile. In other words, one square mile of downtown 
produces property tax revenue equal to 15 square miles of 
land elsewhere in the city. On sales tax, downtown generates 
around 3% of citywide revenue. Between property and sales 
taxes, downtown generates about $13 million in revenue 
annually, roughly 2.7 times more revenue per square mile 
than the citywide average.
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The large majority of downtown workers at private businesses 
(83%) work at fi rms with more than 250 employees. This rate, 
higher than the citywide or regional norm, suggests that 
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fi rms established more than 11 years ago rose 142%. This 
data indicates a downtown market oriented more toward 
large and longstanding institutions—such as large companies 
like State Farm that have established themselves downtown 
in the last decade—than small businesses and startups.

The map shows the distribution of jobs among the eight 
character areas defi ned by Tempe’s Character Area Plan. 
Downtown contains only 10% of citywide jobs—but many jobs 
outside of downtown occur in industries that don’t typically 
locate in dense urban cores. Industrial uses, warehouses, and 
distribution centers pack both the Diablo/Double Butte and 
Mills/Emerald areas. Mills/Emerald also contains some large-
footprint retail businesses—car dealerships, Arizona Mills 
Mall, IKEA, Costco, and a few others. Downtown will likely 
never attract jobs in these sectors, which need substantial 
space and quick, easy access for distribution fl eets, and for 
the large footprint retail, a signifi cant amount of convenient 
parking. Downtown does, however, have a commanding 
concentration of jobs in the knowledge industries, as noted 
earlier; it counts 22% of all such jobs in the city.
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Fiscal Impact

Despite occupying only 2.3% of Tempe’s land area, downtown 
generates more than a third of citywide property taxes. One 
square mile of downtown generates $7.4 million in property 
taxes, compared to a citywide average of $500,000 per 
square mile. In other words, one square mile of downtown 
produces property tax revenue equal to 15 square miles of 
land elsewhere in the city. On sales tax, downtown generates 
around 3% of citywide revenue. Between property and sales 
taxes, downtown generates about $13 million in revenue 
annually, roughly 2.7 times more revenue per square mile 
than the citywide average.
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Inclusion | Diversity, Affordability
Downtowns and center cities invite and welcome all residents, employees and visitors by 
providing access to jobs, housing, essential services, culture, recreation, entertainment, 
and participation in civic activities. A strong sense of inclusion and social cohesion keeps 
communities strong in times of crisis. 

Residents By RaceBenefi ts of Inclusion: Equity, Diversity, Affordability, Civic 
Participation, Culture, Mobility, Accessibility, Tradition, 
Heritage, Services, Opportunity

Source: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014–2018)
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“Inclusive spaces in 
the public realm, 
particularly in our cities’ 
downtowns, can help 
break down the social 
barriers that often 
divide us. Thriving 
downtown districts and 
public spaces promote 
not only economic 
prosperity, but also 
social cohesion.”3 
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Employment By Race

Source: LEHD On The Map (2017) Source: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014–2018)

Resident Diversity

The racial breakdown of downtown parallels the city and 
region across most minority groups. However, a notably 
lower percentage of residents are Hispanic or Latino and 
a higher percentage are white. Since 2010, the proportion 
of non-white residents has increased by 2%. Downtown’s 
Diversity Index—an expression of the probability that two 
randomly selected people would not be of the same race 
and ethnicity—is 65, up from 59 in 2010, but it still lags a few 
points behind the city and region. The racial breakdown of 
residents doesn’t suggest that displacement has occurred 
downtown. From 2010 to 2018 all but three racial groups saw 
growth while the remaining three stayed close to their 2010 
counts.

Workforce Diversity

The workforce shows diversity consistent across downtown, 
the city, and the region. In fact, downtown workforce diversity 
more closely tracks residential diversity than in most urban 
places, suggesting that residents of all races have access to 
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Resident Diversity

The racial breakdown of downtown parallels the city and 
region across most minority groups. However, a notably 
lower percentage of residents are Hispanic or Latino and 
a higher percentage are white. Since 2010, the proportion 
of non-white residents has increased by 2%. Downtown’s 
Diversity Index—an expression of the probability that two 
randomly selected people would not be of the same race 
and ethnicity—is 65, up from 59 in 2010, but it still lags a few 
points behind the city and region. The racial breakdown of 
residents doesn’t suggest that displacement has occurred 
downtown. From 2010 to 2018 all but three racial groups saw 
growth while the remaining three stayed close to their 2010 
counts.

Workforce Diversity

The workforce shows diversity consistent across downtown, 
the city, and the region. In fact, downtown workforce diversity 
more closely tracks residential diversity than in most urban 
places, suggesting that residents of all races have access to 
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MEDIAN 
INCOME

DOWNTOWN CITY REGION

MIDDLE- 
CLASS* 
RESIDENTS

$44K $54K $61K

48% 50%35%
*Middle class is based upon 66% to 200% of the area median income.

Household
Income 

Socioeconomic Diversity 

The signifi cant student population downtown translates into 
an unusually high proportion of households in the lowest 
income bracket of less than $15,000 annually (40%). Looking 
only at households above age 25 produces a much different 
picture, with only 11% of households falling into this bracket 
and almost 40% earning more than $100,000 per year, the 
highest classifi cation. The share of high-income residents 
surpasses the citywide and regional rates. 

Census data shows that households of all incomes have 
moved downtown, but the most notable increase has 
occurred among more affl uent residents. Overall median 
household income, $44,000, remains below the city and 
regional medians, but it has grown by $13,500 since 2010 
and nearly $30,000 since 2000. In 2010 only 60 downtown 
households reported income of more than $45,000 annually; 
as of 2018 that fi gure had reached 400. The increase in 
affl uent households signals the strong live/work appeal of 
downtown. Affl uent residents can typically choose to live 
anywhere and, in growing numbers, they choose to live in 
downtown Tempe.

Although the data doesn’t suggest that displacement has 
occurred, it does show a concerning trend of rising rents. In 
2010 the median gross rent downtown stood at $660; it has 
since tripled to $1,800. Looked at it another way, in 2010, no 
apartment in downtown cost more than $1,250 per month 
to rent; in 2018, by contrast, 94% of renters paid more than 
$1,250.

Educational Attainment

Downtown residents have high educational achievement 
compared to both the city and other downtowns in this 
study. The share of residents with higher education rose 
signifi cantly in the last decade. Between 2010 and 2018 
the number of residents with a bachelor’s degree or higher 
increased 350%, or by just under 500 residents. The chart 
showing educational attainment excludes a large share of 
downtown’s residential population, because it only counts 
residents older than 25, who make up just 21% of the 
downtown population, or 758 residents.

A large majority of downtown’s population consists of 
students. Only 18% of residents above the age of 3 
aren’t enrolled in school, and 80% are enrolled in college 
undergraduate programs or in graduate or professional 
programs.
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Age

As expected of a college town, people between the ages 
of 18 and 24 dominate downtown, accounting for 77% of 
its population. The district has few children under the age 
of 18 and few residents over 65; each group accounts for 
only 2% of the population. The draft Urban Core Master 
Plan envisions a more diverse spectrum of ages by 2040, 
anticipating that more families, seniors, and mid-life couples 
will join the existing student population.4 Seeking to support 
an intergenerational community, Pacifi c Retirement Services 
and ASU jointly developed the Mirabella at ASU, a retirement 
community on the university campus. Set to open in 2020, 
the Mirabella seeks to offer a “walkable, urban, university-
based living retirement experience” to seniors.5
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an unusually high proportion of households in the lowest 
income bracket of less than $15,000 annually (40%). Looking 
only at households above age 25 produces a much different 
picture, with only 11% of households falling into this bracket 
and almost 40% earning more than $100,000 per year, the 
highest classifi cation. The share of high-income residents 
surpasses the citywide and regional rates. 

Census data shows that households of all incomes have 
moved downtown, but the most notable increase has 
occurred among more affl uent residents. Overall median 
household income, $44,000, remains below the city and 
regional medians, but it has grown by $13,500 since 2010 
and nearly $30,000 since 2000. In 2010 only 60 downtown 
households reported income of more than $45,000 annually; 
as of 2018 that fi gure had reached 400. The increase in 
affl uent households signals the strong live/work appeal of 
downtown. Affl uent residents can typically choose to live 
anywhere and, in growing numbers, they choose to live in 
downtown Tempe.

Although the data doesn’t suggest that displacement has 
occurred, it does show a concerning trend of rising rents. In 
2010 the median gross rent downtown stood at $660; it has 
since tripled to $1,800. Looked at it another way, in 2010, no 
apartment in downtown cost more than $1,250 per month 
to rent; in 2018, by contrast, 94% of renters paid more than 
$1,250.

Educational Attainment

Downtown residents have high educational achievement 
compared to both the city and other downtowns in this 
study. The share of residents with higher education rose 
signifi cantly in the last decade. Between 2010 and 2018 
the number of residents with a bachelor’s degree or higher 
increased 350%, or by just under 500 residents. The chart 
showing educational attainment excludes a large share of 
downtown’s residential population, because it only counts 
residents older than 25, who make up just 21% of the 
downtown population, or 758 residents.

A large majority of downtown’s population consists of 
students. Only 18% of residents above the age of 3 
aren’t enrolled in school, and 80% are enrolled in college 
undergraduate programs or in graduate or professional 
programs.
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As expected of a college town, people between the ages 
of 18 and 24 dominate downtown, accounting for 77% of 
its population. The district has few children under the age 
of 18 and few residents over 65; each group accounts for 
only 2% of the population. The draft Urban Core Master 
Plan envisions a more diverse spectrum of ages by 2040, 
anticipating that more families, seniors, and mid-life couples 
will join the existing student population.4 Seeking to support 
an intergenerational community, Pacifi c Retirement Services 
and ASU jointly developed the Mirabella at ASU, a retirement 
community on the university campus. Set to open in 2020, 
the Mirabella seeks to offer a “walkable, urban, university-
based living retirement experience” to seniors.5
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Vibrancy | Spending, Fun
Due to their expansive base of users, center cities can support a variety of unique retail,
infrastructural, and institutional uses that offer cross-cutting benefi ts to the region.

Benefi ts of Vibrancy: Density, Creativity, Innovation, 
Investment, Spending, Fun, Utilization, Brand, Variety, 
Infrastructure, Celebration

Downtowns and center cities typically form the regional 
epicenter of culture, innovation, community, and commerce. 
Downtowns fl ourish due to density, diversity, identity, and 
use. An engaging downtown “creates the critical mass of 
activity that supports retail and restaurants, brings people 
together in social settings, makes streets feel safe, and 
encourages people to live and work downtown because 
of the extensive amenities.”6 Physical distancing measures 
during the COVID-19 pandemic have only emphasized 
how valued a vibrant downtown with restaurants, concerts, 
outdoor events, and festivals. The post-pandemic recovery 
of storefront businesses, event venues, and hotels post-
pandemic will be essential for restoring a sense of vibrancy 
and normalcy. 

Residential Growth

Downtown’s 34% population growth rate since 2010 
outpaced both the city (14%) and the region (11%). During 
this time, the number of housing units shot up by 569% (a 
2,000-unit increase) to accommodate new residents and 
make room for more. The accompanying map of population 
change shows strong growth in most of the city’s 37 tracts; 
only 4 lost population. With growth of about 30%, the study 
area stands out as one of the city’s three fastest-growing 
tracts. 

Residential density remains lower downtown than citywide, 
an atypical situation for an urban place, but if growth 
continues at its recent pace, that will soon change. In fact, 
Kate Borders, Executive Director of the Downtown Tempe 
Authority, argues that 2020 population count for downtown 
would show the district has already surpassed average 
citywide density.
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Residential Growth 2010 to 2018 by Census Tract
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Retail Vitality

TOTAL RETAIL 
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TOTAL RETAIL 
SALES

RETAILS SALES PER 
SQUARE MILE

The draft Urban Core Master Plan projects a doubling of 
population to 89,000 in the urban core by 2040. Community 
members have raised concerns that such growth will create 
too much traffi c and cause rents to rise dramatically, forcing 
many to move. Through the current draft of the Urban 
Core Master Plan, the City aims to preempt these issues 
by promoting extensive transit-oriented development to 
encourage more housing, particularly affordable housing, 
along public transit routes. 

Retail Vitality

Without a clear timeline for controlling COVID-19, downtown’s 
retail environment faces signifi cant uncertainty. Recovery of 
both the retail and hospitality sectors will play a central role 
in restoring the district’s life and energy. The pre-pandemic 
data collected for this study refl ect the retail environment’s 
underlying health. Low vacancy and extremely high cost 
per square foot compared to the rest of the city and region 
show that retailers want to locate downtown. The study area 
serves as a regional retail desintation, thanks to its restaurants: 
downtown’s bars and restaurants account for 77 of 118 
storefront businesses. Zeroing in on food and beverage, our 
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Vibrancy | Spending, Fun
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infrastructural, and institutional uses that offer cross-cutting benefi ts to the region.
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only 4 lost population. With growth of about 30%, the study 
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continues at its recent pace, that will soon change. In fact, 
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Authority, argues that 2020 population count for downtown 
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The draft Urban Core Master Plan projects a doubling of 
population to 89,000 in the urban core by 2040. Community 
members have raised concerns that such growth will create 
too much traffi c and cause rents to rise dramatically, forcing 
many to move. Through the current draft of the Urban 
Core Master Plan, the City aims to preempt these issues 
by promoting extensive transit-oriented development to 
encourage more housing, particularly affordable housing, 
along public transit routes. 

Retail Vitality

Without a clear timeline for controlling COVID-19, downtown’s 
retail environment faces signifi cant uncertainty. Recovery of 
both the retail and hospitality sectors will play a central role 
in restoring the district’s life and energy. The pre-pandemic 
data collected for this study refl ect the retail environment’s 
underlying health. Low vacancy and extremely high cost 
per square foot compared to the rest of the city and region 
show that retailers want to locate downtown. The study area 
serves as a regional retail desintation, thanks to its restaurants: 
downtown’s bars and restaurants account for 77 of 118 
storefront businesses. Zeroing in on food and beverage, our 
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analysis found that 97% of sales come from non-residents. 
Overall, each square mile of land downtown generates $134 
million in retail sales, $24 million more than the average square 
mile citywide. Businesses in downtown generate $124.6 million 
in sales, an estimated 86% of which comes from people who 
don’t live in downtown. Outside of restaurants and bars, 
however, downtown storefront retail shows notable weakness 
when compared to other downtowns. Downtown has one 
of the lowest levels of storefront density for non-restaurant 
businesses among all the other study participants. Downtown 
has a quarter of the number of non-restaurant retail businesses 
found in Ann Arbor, a slightly larger (1.06 square miles) 
college town in the study, and generates almost $100 million 
less in sales revenue. Our analysis of retail trends across all 
participating districts suggests a relationship between worker/
job density and density of retail. As downtown continues to 
densify, more storefronts will likely follow.

Live Events and Entertainment

The lack of live entertainment or visual arts within the district 
stands as a notable weakness, but downtown compensates 
with entertainment of a different nature. Special events 
related to ASU, like game days and ASU Homecoming, 
bring thousands to downtown and never fail to generate 
buzz. In the 2017 football season, home games saw a total of 
360,000 attendees at Sun Devil Stadium. During the 2017-
2018 season the men’s basketball team logged the highest 
attendance in its history, with home games attracting an 
average of 10,600 attendees. Total attendance for ASU 
home-game events hit 781,301 in the 2017-2018 season.7

One of downtown’s biggest attractions is Tempe Town 
Lake, along with Tempe Beach Park, which hosts more 
than 40 major annual events, including Ironman Arizona, 
the Fantasy of Lights Boat Parade, and the state’s largest 
Independence Day celebration.8 The Tempe Festival of 
the Arts, Tempe’s biggest event of the year, takes place 
biannually on Mill Avenue in the heart of downtown Tempe. 
A massive celebration of creativity and art downtown 
organized by the Downtown Tempe Authority, the event 
brings as many as 225,000 attendees in both the spring and 
the fall. Sunshine Artist magazine ranked one of the Top 
100 Classic & Contemporary Craft Shows in the nation, and 
the International Festival and Events Association has given 
the event its Pinnacle Award.9 IDA has recognized the event 
as well: It used the 50th festival as a case study of how to 
organize and present a successful special event. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted events of all 
scales. In 2020 the Spring Tempe Festival of the Arts and 
Sun Devil Athletics events were canceled. Resourcefully, 
the Downtown Tempe Authority moved the festival to a 
virtual platform - allowing people to virtually experience 
the different booths that would have been at the festival. 
The road back to hosting large events may be long, and 
they may return differently after implementing physical 
distancing practices. These cultural staples of downtown 
Tempe will surely be missed in the interim. In their place are 
a number of smaller socially responsible events either online 
via livestream or intentionally distanced like bike rides.
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Identity | Visitation, Heritage, Tradition
Downtowns and center cities preserve the heritage of a place, provide a common point 
of physical connection for regional residents, and contribute positively to the brand of 
the regions they anchor.

Benefi ts of Identity: Brand, Visitation, Heritage, Tradition, 
Memory, Celebration, Fun, Utilization, Culture

Downtowns are “iconic and powerful symbols for a city and 
often contain the most iconic landmarks, distinctive features, 
and unique neighborhoods. Given that most downtowns 
were one of the oldest neighborhoods citywide, they offer 
rare insights into their city’s past, present, and future.”10 
The authentic cultural offerings in downtown enhance its 
character, heritage, and beauty, and create a unique sense of 
place that is not easily replicable in other parts of the city.

Tempe’s geographic context plays a central role in its overall 
dynamic. Although long considered a suburb of Phoenix’s 
larger urban core, continued growth and development may 
shift public perception toward appreciating it as a booming city 
distinct from its neighbor. Simultaneously, Tempe competes 
across the Valley of the Sun—with Mesa, Gilbert, Chandler and 
Scottsdale—for new jobs, residents, and businesses coming to 
the region. 

Tempe—more accurately, the land on which it sits—has a 
fascinating past, beginning as early as 1 AD with the Hohokam 
native people. This prehistoric agrarian civilization built 
hundreds of miles of canals through the valley to irrigate their 
crops. Centuries later, pioneering Hispanic farmers settled the 
land, re-excavating these same canals for their own farms. The 
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community reveres Hayden 
Butte, located in the middle of downtown, as sacred. This 
protected formation contains approximately 500 petroglyphs 
of spirals, people, and animals made between 750 and 1450 
AD. Despite the city’s development around such a notable site, 
little else marks a connection between today’s downtown and 
Tempe’s ancient heritage.

As a college town, downtown has a youthful energy and 
buzzes with enthusiasm. Game days and other ASU events like 
Homecoming highlight the “Sun Devil spirit” on campus and 
around downtown, bringing activity and energy to a different 
level. While the atmosphere has proved highly attractive to 
those between the ages of 18 and 24, older residents and 
visitors prefer it in moderation, and many feel put off by the 
rambunctiousness of nightlife. This attitude explains in part why 
downtown has exerted limited appeal for families, as shown 
by the limited number of children living downtown and the 
average household size of 1.6.
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analysis found that 97% of sales come from non-residents. 
Overall, each square mile of land downtown generates $134 
million in retail sales, $24 million more than the average square 
mile citywide. Businesses in downtown generate $124.6 million 
in sales, an estimated 86% of which comes from people who 
don’t live in downtown. Outside of restaurants and bars, 
however, downtown storefront retail shows notable weakness 
when compared to other downtowns. Downtown has one 
of the lowest levels of storefront density for non-restaurant 
businesses among all the other study participants. Downtown 
has a quarter of the number of non-restaurant retail businesses 
found in Ann Arbor, a slightly larger (1.06 square miles) 
college town in the study, and generates almost $100 million 
less in sales revenue. Our analysis of retail trends across all 
participating districts suggests a relationship between worker/
job density and density of retail. As downtown continues to 
densify, more storefronts will likely follow.

Live Events and Entertainment

The lack of live entertainment or visual arts within the district 
stands as a notable weakness, but downtown compensates 
with entertainment of a different nature. Special events 
related to ASU, like game days and ASU Homecoming, 
bring thousands to downtown and never fail to generate 
buzz. In the 2017 football season, home games saw a total of 
360,000 attendees at Sun Devil Stadium. During the 2017-
2018 season the men’s basketball team logged the highest 
attendance in its history, with home games attracting an 
average of 10,600 attendees. Total attendance for ASU 
home-game events hit 781,301 in the 2017-2018 season.7

One of downtown’s biggest attractions is Tempe Town 
Lake, along with Tempe Beach Park, which hosts more 
than 40 major annual events, including Ironman Arizona, 
the Fantasy of Lights Boat Parade, and the state’s largest 
Independence Day celebration.8 The Tempe Festival of 
the Arts, Tempe’s biggest event of the year, takes place 
biannually on Mill Avenue in the heart of downtown Tempe. 
A massive celebration of creativity and art downtown 
organized by the Downtown Tempe Authority, the event 
brings as many as 225,000 attendees in both the spring and 
the fall. Sunshine Artist magazine ranked one of the Top 
100 Classic & Contemporary Craft Shows in the nation, and 
the International Festival and Events Association has given 
the event its Pinnacle Award.9 IDA has recognized the event 
as well: It used the 50th festival as a case study of how to 
organize and present a successful special event. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted events of all 
scales. In 2020 the Spring Tempe Festival of the Arts and 
Sun Devil Athletics events were canceled. Resourcefully, 
the Downtown Tempe Authority moved the festival to a 
virtual platform - allowing people to virtually experience 
the different booths that would have been at the festival. 
The road back to hosting large events may be long, and 
they may return differently after implementing physical 
distancing practices. These cultural staples of downtown 
Tempe will surely be missed in the interim. In their place are 
a number of smaller socially responsible events either online 
via livestream or intentionally distanced like bike rides.
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Identity | Visitation, Heritage, Tradition
Downtowns and center cities preserve the heritage of a place, provide a common point 
of physical connection for regional residents, and contribute positively to the brand of 
the regions they anchor.

Benefi ts of Identity: Brand, Visitation, Heritage, Tradition, 
Memory, Celebration, Fun, Utilization, Culture

Downtowns are “iconic and powerful symbols for a city and 
often contain the most iconic landmarks, distinctive features, 
and unique neighborhoods. Given that most downtowns 
were one of the oldest neighborhoods citywide, they offer 
rare insights into their city’s past, present, and future.”10 
The authentic cultural offerings in downtown enhance its 
character, heritage, and beauty, and create a unique sense of 
place that is not easily replicable in other parts of the city.

Tempe’s geographic context plays a central role in its overall 
dynamic. Although long considered a suburb of Phoenix’s 
larger urban core, continued growth and development may 
shift public perception toward appreciating it as a booming city 
distinct from its neighbor. Simultaneously, Tempe competes 
across the Valley of the Sun—with Mesa, Gilbert, Chandler and 
Scottsdale—for new jobs, residents, and businesses coming to 
the region. 

Tempe—more accurately, the land on which it sits—has a 
fascinating past, beginning as early as 1 AD with the Hohokam 
native people. This prehistoric agrarian civilization built 
hundreds of miles of canals through the valley to irrigate their 
crops. Centuries later, pioneering Hispanic farmers settled the 
land, re-excavating these same canals for their own farms. The 
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community reveres Hayden 
Butte, located in the middle of downtown, as sacred. This 
protected formation contains approximately 500 petroglyphs 
of spirals, people, and animals made between 750 and 1450 
AD. Despite the city’s development around such a notable site, 
little else marks a connection between today’s downtown and 
Tempe’s ancient heritage.

As a college town, downtown has a youthful energy and 
buzzes with enthusiasm. Game days and other ASU events like 
Homecoming highlight the “Sun Devil spirit” on campus and 
around downtown, bringing activity and energy to a different 
level. While the atmosphere has proved highly attractive to 
those between the ages of 18 and 24, older residents and 
visitors prefer it in moderation, and many feel put off by the 
rambunctiousness of nightlife. This attitude explains in part why 
downtown has exerted limited appeal for families, as shown 
by the limited number of children living downtown and the 
average household size of 1.6.
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Authenticity plays a central role in downtown culture. The young 
population—exploring new experiences and their fi rst steps 
into adulthood during college—places an emphasis on being 
genuine and true to self. Locally owned businesses dominate 
downtown’s storefronts, bringing that sense of authenticity 
and community into the physical realm. Downtown has nearly 
half of the city’s locally designated historic structures, speaking 
to the concentration of unique and distinctive Tempe history 
in the urban core. As Tempe grows, maintaining the strong 
sense of place that has attracted growth will pose an increasing 
challenge—yet it will remain essential to downtown’s success.

With nearly 1,000 rooms, downtown has 16% of the city’s hotel 
rooms, and hotel occupancy has grown to 72%, up from 57% 
in 2010. Since 2010, 300 new rooms have opened, and the 
Hyatt Place, Westin, and Hilton now in development will add a 
combined 750 rooms in the near future.11,12,13 
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Resilience | Sustainability, Diversity
At its broadest, resilience means a place’s ability to withstand shocks and stresses. 
Thanks to their diversity and density of resources and services, center cities and their 
residents can better absorb economic, social, and environmental shocks and stresses 
than other parts of the city. 

Benefi ts of Resilience: Health, Equity, Sustainability, 
Accessibility, Mobility, Durability of Services, Density, 
Diversity, Affordability, Civic Participation, Opportunity, 
Scale, Infrastructure

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought resilience to the 
forefront of many people’s minds. On the economic side, 
downtowns and their cities are able to mobilize to offer 
economic relief quickly. Over the longer term, downtowns 
have proven to bounce back quickly from economic 
downturns. Social resilience means that residents are able 

to access necessary health services and health workers, but 
also that strong community support enables community 
members, both residents and businesses alike, to depend 
upon each other for support. The green spaces and trails 
that contribute to environmental resilience have seen 
renewed importance as safe outdoor respites. Each of these 
elements illustrates how downtown contributes to the holistic 
resilience of the community and city at-large.

Economic Resilience

Relying on one or two core industries for economic health 
makes local economies more susceptible to collapses, 
should those industries experience shocks. Downtown enjoys 
a strong and healthy relationship with ASU, but it must avoid 
over-reliance on the university alone to drive its economy. 
While no one worries that the university will ever pack up 
and leave, many recent expansions and additions have taken 
place in downtown Phoenix rather than Tempe. The recent 
growth of knowledge industry sectors in downtown Tempe 
offers an encouraging sign that the economy has begun 
more substantial diversifi cation, moving it in a more resilient 
direction. Additionally, the high proportion of residents 
with higher levels of education contributes to economic 
resilience, as college-educated workers have more fl exibility 
in career options should shocks occur.

Social Resilience

COVID-19 has highlighted the need for households to have 
computers and internet access as work and school have 
moved online. Only 1% of downtown households don’t have 
a computer, but 14% don’t have internet access. Compared 
to citywide averages, downtown has a higher share of 
residents with access to a computer, yet it also has a higher 
share of residents without internet access. On measurements 
of health, average life expectancy for downtown residents 
ranks a few years lower than life expectancy regionwide, 
but a larger share of the population gets regular exercise 
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Authenticity plays a central role in downtown culture. The young 
population—exploring new experiences and their fi rst steps 
into adulthood during college—places an emphasis on being 
genuine and true to self. Locally owned businesses dominate 
downtown’s storefronts, bringing that sense of authenticity 
and community into the physical realm. Downtown has nearly 
half of the city’s locally designated historic structures, speaking 
to the concentration of unique and distinctive Tempe history 
in the urban core. As Tempe grows, maintaining the strong 
sense of place that has attracted growth will pose an increasing 
challenge—yet it will remain essential to downtown’s success.

With nearly 1,000 rooms, downtown has 16% of the city’s hotel 
rooms, and hotel occupancy has grown to 72%, up from 57% 
in 2010. Since 2010, 300 new rooms have opened, and the 
Hyatt Place, Westin, and Hilton now in development will add a 
combined 750 rooms in the near future.11,12,13 
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Resilience | Sustainability, Diversity
At its broadest, resilience means a place’s ability to withstand shocks and stresses. 
Thanks to their diversity and density of resources and services, center cities and their 
residents can better absorb economic, social, and environmental shocks and stresses 
than other parts of the city. 

Benefi ts of Resilience: Health, Equity, Sustainability, 
Accessibility, Mobility, Durability of Services, Density, 
Diversity, Affordability, Civic Participation, Opportunity, 
Scale, Infrastructure

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought resilience to the 
forefront of many people’s minds. On the economic side, 
downtowns and their cities are able to mobilize to offer 
economic relief quickly. Over the longer term, downtowns 
have proven to bounce back quickly from economic 
downturns. Social resilience means that residents are able 

to access necessary health services and health workers, but 
also that strong community support enables community 
members, both residents and businesses alike, to depend 
upon each other for support. The green spaces and trails 
that contribute to environmental resilience have seen 
renewed importance as safe outdoor respites. Each of these 
elements illustrates how downtown contributes to the holistic 
resilience of the community and city at-large.

Economic Resilience

Relying on one or two core industries for economic health 
makes local economies more susceptible to collapses, 
should those industries experience shocks. Downtown enjoys 
a strong and healthy relationship with ASU, but it must avoid 
over-reliance on the university alone to drive its economy. 
While no one worries that the university will ever pack up 
and leave, many recent expansions and additions have taken 
place in downtown Phoenix rather than Tempe. The recent 
growth of knowledge industry sectors in downtown Tempe 
offers an encouraging sign that the economy has begun 
more substantial diversifi cation, moving it in a more resilient 
direction. Additionally, the high proportion of residents 
with higher levels of education contributes to economic 
resilience, as college-educated workers have more fl exibility 
in career options should shocks occur.

Social Resilience

COVID-19 has highlighted the need for households to have 
computers and internet access as work and school have 
moved online. Only 1% of downtown households don’t have 
a computer, but 14% don’t have internet access. Compared 
to citywide averages, downtown has a higher share of 
residents with access to a computer, yet it also has a higher 
share of residents without internet access. On measurements 
of health, average life expectancy for downtown residents 
ranks a few years lower than life expectancy regionwide, 
but a larger share of the population gets regular exercise 
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compared to the city. According to the Housing and 
Transportation Index, downtown households spend 57% of 
their income on housing and transportation, compared to 
a citywide average of 48%. In most urban places this index 
shows that people who live downtown need their cars less, 
meaning they spend less on transportation. On balance, that 
makes living downtown more affordable than living in car-
dependent areas. In Tempe, however, the average downtown 
household spends 39% of its income on housing and 19% 
on transportation. (Note: The 57% fi gure total is correct, due 
to rounding the sum of these two factors is 58%.) Citywide, 
the comparable fi gures are 27% and 21%. Downtown 
households, in short, don’t save enough on transportation 
to offset the higher cost of housing that would make living 
downtown more affordable overall.

Environmental Resilience 

More than half of commuting residents get to work using a 
form of transportation more sustainable than driving alone. 
Downtown has among the lowest shares of residents who 
commute by driving alone, 45%, and it has one of the highest 
rates of commuters walking to work, 38%. The prevalence 
of these eco-friendly modes of transportation improves 
downtown’s environmental resilience, reducing dependence 
on fossil fuels. As a result, downtown residents only produce 
5.2 tons of greenhouse gases annually, compared to a citywide 
average of 7.1 and regional average of 8.3. As mentioned 
before, a signifi cant portion of the draft of Urban Core Master 
Plan focuses on transit-oriented development. Investment 
in public transit infrastructure like the $192 million Tempe 
Streetcar will improve the connectivity of the city and amplify 
the benefi ts of non-car transportation options.

Downtown has an extremely high Bike Score and strong Walk 
and Transit Scores, indicating that it is navigable by a number 
of different modes of transportation. As is typical of urban 
places, downtown beats the city on all three measures. These 
scores are likely to increase when the streetcar system begins 
operation. The Streetcar will better connect more suburban 
neighborhoods to downtown with three miles of track, 14 
stops, and multiple connections to the Valley Metro Rail lines. 
It will provide a more robust sustainable transportation option 
for commuters once completed in 2021.14 The draft Urban 
Core Master Plan promotes the streetcar’s route as an ideal 
area for dense housing development as part of its transit-
oriented development strategy.
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compared to the city. According to the Housing and 
Transportation Index, downtown households spend 57% of 
their income on housing and transportation, compared to 
a citywide average of 48%. In most urban places this index 
shows that people who live downtown need their cars less, 
meaning they spend less on transportation. On balance, that 
makes living downtown more affordable than living in car-
dependent areas. In Tempe, however, the average downtown 
household spends 39% of its income on housing and 19% 
on transportation. (Note: The 57% fi gure total is correct, due 
to rounding the sum of these two factors is 58%.) Citywide, 
the comparable fi gures are 27% and 21%. Downtown 
households, in short, don’t save enough on transportation 
to offset the higher cost of housing that would make living 
downtown more affordable overall.

Environmental Resilience 

More than half of commuting residents get to work using a 
form of transportation more sustainable than driving alone. 
Downtown has among the lowest shares of residents who 
commute by driving alone, 45%, and it has one of the highest 
rates of commuters walking to work, 38%. The prevalence 
of these eco-friendly modes of transportation improves 
downtown’s environmental resilience, reducing dependence 
on fossil fuels. As a result, downtown residents only produce 
5.2 tons of greenhouse gases annually, compared to a citywide 
average of 7.1 and regional average of 8.3. As mentioned 
before, a signifi cant portion of the draft of Urban Core Master 
Plan focuses on transit-oriented development. Investment 
in public transit infrastructure like the $192 million Tempe 
Streetcar will improve the connectivity of the city and amplify 
the benefi ts of non-car transportation options.

Downtown has an extremely high Bike Score and strong Walk 
and Transit Scores, indicating that it is navigable by a number 
of different modes of transportation. As is typical of urban 
places, downtown beats the city on all three measures. These 
scores are likely to increase when the streetcar system begins 
operation. The Streetcar will better connect more suburban 
neighborhoods to downtown with three miles of track, 14 
stops, and multiple connections to the Valley Metro Rail lines. 
It will provide a more robust sustainable transportation option 
for commuters once completed in 2021.14 The draft Urban 
Core Master Plan promotes the streetcar’s route as an ideal 
area for dense housing development as part of its transit-
oriented development strategy.
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Downtown Profi le | Summary
Downtown Tempe has begun a rapid transformation. 
Thousands of knowledge jobs have arrived relatively 
recently, producing a new concentration of jobs in this 
sector in downtown. In 2010, only 3,700 knowledge jobs 
(8% of the citywide total) existed in downtown. By 2017, 
that fi gure had reached 14,400, or 22% of the citywide 
total. Today, the combination of concentrated knowledge 
jobs and proximity to a major research university has 
created an attractive environment for businesses that 
benefi t from access to established companies and 
emerging talent. Some community members have 
expressed concern about this rapid growth, with its implicit 
threat of strained infrastructure and higher living expenses. 
Working to accommodate the new development, the City 
of Tempe also intends to address challenges of growth 
through the draft Urban Core Master Plan. 

Based on the data collected for The Value of U.S. 
Downtowns and Center Cities study, we identifi ed three 
tiers of downtowns, defi ned by stage of development. We 
divided the study downtowns into established, growing 
and emerging tiers based on the citywide signifi cance of 
residents and jobs, density of residents and jobs within the 
district, assessed value per square mile, and the rate of 
growth in residents and jobs from 2000 – 2017. 

The accompanying tables show how downtown Tempe 
compares to its peers in the same tier, and to the citywide 
average for tier cities. For the full set of cities by tier, 
accompanying data points, and methodology, please 
refer to The Value of U.S. Downtowns and Center Cities 
compendium.*

Downtown Tempe falls in the “growing” tier. Growing 
downtowns have a lower proportion of citywide 
signifi cance in jobs and residents (averaging 4% of the 
city’s population and 24% of the city’s jobs) but have 
medium-high density and are growing. Smaller downtowns 
in this tier had the fastest pace of growth of all downtowns 
in the study. As a college town, Tempe benefi ts greatly 
from its relationship with the university, but it has also 
begun building a strong economy and community 
increasingly independent of the university.

Growing Downtowns
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Median of 2.4% of citywide land area, with an 
average assessed value of $7.5 billion (12% of 
citywide assessed value) and accounts for:
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*The compendium report is available at the IDA website, downtown.org.

*Tempe employment data is only available for 2004–2017.
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Tempe’s downtown ranks among the least dense for both 
population and jobs, but the sheer strength of its job 
growth trend makes it an outlier—even among a group 
of other rapidly growing downtowns. In fact, Tempe 
shares several similarities with another college town in the 
growing tier: Boise, ID. Both have low density relative to 
both the rest of their own city and the growing tier, but 
both have shown promising growth in recent years, led by 
a strong increase in knowledge jobs.

For its size, downtown already acts as a powerful revenue 
engine for the city, generating 35% of citywide property 
tax revenue in less than a square mile. Tempe is compact; 
as downtown grows, it will become an increasingly 
signifi cant asset on which the city relies as a key driver 
of the economy. In time, downtown could well move into 
IDA’s “established” tier alongside another college town, 
Ann Arbor, MI, as it increases its share of the citywide 
population and jobs.

Downtown does face a signifi cant risk in its rapidly rising 
rents, which have increased dramatically over the last 
eight years. The City of Tempe, in the draft Urban Core 
Master Plan, has set the creation of more housing and 
more affordable housing as a top priority to curb the cost-
of-living increases of the last decade. A second serious 
weakness takes the form of low retail sales per square mile 
($134 million). Sales fi gures suggest that existing retail in 
the study area, a proven draw for food and drink, lacks a 
signifi cant presence beyond that. Growth and densifi cation 
should bring more retail to serve the residents and visitors, 
but this area remains a weak point now.

Apart from job growth, two of Tempe’s greatest strengths 
lie in its walkability and its highly educated residents. 
Compared to all study cities, Tempe has the fourth-highest 
rate of downtown residents walking to work. With 81% 
of downtown residents over 25 holding a bachelor’s or 
advanced degree, downtown Tempe ties with Ann Arbor 
for the highest share of residents with a higher education.
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Tempe’s downtown ranks among the least dense for both 
population and jobs, but the sheer strength of its job 
growth trend makes it an outlier—even among a group 
of other rapidly growing downtowns. In fact, Tempe 
shares several similarities with another college town in the 
growing tier: Boise, ID. Both have low density relative to 
both the rest of their own city and the growing tier, but 
both have shown promising growth in recent years, led by 
a strong increase in knowledge jobs.

For its size, downtown already acts as a powerful revenue 
engine for the city, generating 35% of citywide property 
tax revenue in less than a square mile. Tempe is compact; 
as downtown grows, it will become an increasingly 
signifi cant asset on which the city relies as a key driver 
of the economy. In time, downtown could well move into 
IDA’s “established” tier alongside another college town, 
Ann Arbor, MI, as it increases its share of the citywide 
population and jobs.

Downtown does face a signifi cant risk in its rapidly rising 
rents, which have increased dramatically over the last 
eight years. The City of Tempe, in the draft Urban Core 
Master Plan, has set the creation of more housing and 
more affordable housing as a top priority to curb the cost-
of-living increases of the last decade. A second serious 
weakness takes the form of low retail sales per square mile 
($134 million). Sales fi gures suggest that existing retail in 
the study area, a proven draw for food and drink, lacks a 
signifi cant presence beyond that. Growth and densifi cation 
should bring more retail to serve the residents and visitors, 
but this area remains a weak point now.

Apart from job growth, two of Tempe’s greatest strengths 
lie in its walkability and its highly educated residents. 
Compared to all study cities, Tempe has the fourth-highest 
rate of downtown residents walking to work. With 81% 
of downtown residents over 25 holding a bachelor’s or 
advanced degree, downtown Tempe ties with Ann Arbor 
for the highest share of residents with a higher education.
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Guiding questions for this project included:

• What is the economic case for downtowns? 
What stands out about land values, taxes, or city 
investments?

• How do downtowns strengthen their regions?

• Can we standardize metrics to calculate the value of a 
downtown?

• How can downtowns measure their distinctiveness, 
cultural and historical heritage? 

• How does a downtown’s diversity make it inclusive, 
inviting, and accessible for all? 

• What inherent characteristics of downtown make it an 
anchor of the city and region? 

• Due to its mix of land-uses, diversity of jobs, and 
density, is downtown more socially, economically, and 
environmentally resilient than the rest of the city and 
region? 

a
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Appendix I:
Project Framework and Methodology

BACKGROUND

In 2017, IDA launched the Value of U.S. Downtowns 
and Center Cities study. IDA staff and the IDA Research 
Committee worked with an initial group of 13 downtown 
organizations, Stantec’s Urban Places as a project advisor, 
and HR&A as an external consultant to develop the 
valuation methodology and metrics. Since 2017, IDA has 
added another 20 downtowns or urban districts to the 
study database, and worked with their respective urban 
place management organizations (UPMOs) to collect 
local data, obtain data from agencies in their cities, and 
combine these metrics with publicly available statistics 
on demographics, economy, and housing. Data collected 
included publicly available census fi gures (population, 
demographics, employment, transportation), downtown 
economic performance, municipal fi nances, capital 
projects, GIS data, and the local qualitative context. The 33  
downtowns and urban districts studied to date represent 
diverse geographic regions and have relatively comparable 
levels of complexity and relationships to their respective 
cities and regions.
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PROJECT PURPOSE

The project measured the performance of U.S. downtowns 
using metrics developed collaboratively and organized under 
fi ve principles that contribute to a valuable urban center. This 
study: 

• Provides a framework of principles and metrics to guide 
data collection for evaluating the value of downtowns 
and center cities.

• Standardizes key metrics for evaluating the economic, 
social, cultural and environmental impacts of American 
downtowns.

• Develops an industry-wide model for calculating the 
economic value of downtowns, creating a replicable 
methodology for continued data collection.

• Provides individual analysis and performance 
benchmarks for participating downtowns in this 
standardized framework, including supplemental 
qualitative analysis. 

• Empowers and continues to support IDA members’ 
economic and community development efforts through 
comparative analysis.

VIBRANCY IDENTITY RESILIENCEECONOMY INCLUSION

THE FIVE PRINCIPLES
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What factors make a vibrant downtown?

Fun Diversity Density Creativity Size

Health Sustainability Affordability Fiscal Impact Accessibility

Economic
Output

Mobility Brand Investment Resilience

Downtowns have differing strengths: some function as employment anchors, some as tourist hubs, and some as neighborhood 
centers. Some are all three. We distilled the factors for measuring the value from attributes common to all downtowns 
regardless of their specifi c characteristics.

DETERMINING PRINCIPLES FOR A VALUABLE 
DOWNTOWN

This project began with a Principles and Metrics Workshop 
held in 2017 with representatives of UPMOs from the 13 pilot 
downtowns. The workshop focused on developing value 
principles that collectively capture a downtown’s multiple 
functions and qualities, and its contributions to the city 
and region. They identifi ed fi ve principles that became the 
organizing framework for determining benchmarking metrics. 

Downtown advocates tailor their advocacy to the interests 
of different audiences. For instance, the fi gure for sales tax 
revenue generated downtown would have resonance for 
government offi cials but likely wouldn’t hold much interest 
for visitors and workers. For these audiences, a UPMO might 
assemble data showing the types of retail available downtown, 
whether the offerings meet user needs, and how fully 
residents, workers, and visitors use these retail establishments. 
The study team sought arguments that would appeal to 
multiple audiences and worked to identify metrics that could 
support multiple statements about downtown value. The 
workshop identifi ed these value statements:
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1. Downtowns are typically the economic engines of their 
regions due to a density of jobs, suppliers, customers, 
professional clusters, goods, and services.  

2. Downtowns offer convenient access to outlying markets of 
residents, customers, suppliers, and peers thanks to past 
and ongoing investment in transportation infrastructure. 

3. Downtowns provide a concentration of culture, recreation, 
and entertainment. 

4. Downtowns offer choices for people with different levels 
of disposable income and lifestyle preferences. 

5. Because of their density and diversity, downtowns 
encourage agglomeration, collaboration, and innovation. 

6. Downtowns are central to the brand of the cities and 
regions they anchor. 

7. Downtowns can be more economically and socially 
resilient than their broader regions.  

8. Downtown resources and urban form support healthy 
lifestyles. 

9. Downtowns’ density translates into relatively low per-
capita rates of natural resource consumption.  

10. Relatively high rates of fi scal revenue generation and 
effi cient consumption of public resources mean that 
downtowns yield a high return on public investment.

a
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METRICS SELECTION

To identify metrics that allow comparisons across 
jurisdictions, we made sure necessary comparison data was 
available for every (or almost every) downtown, city, and 
region. We favored data that would be: 

1. Readily available to most downtown management 
organizations (and ideally public). 

2. Replicable (enabling year-to-year comparisons), and 

3. Scalable across jurisdictions, allowing for benchmarking 
and regional comparisons. 

Specifi cally, we chose metrics like population, employment, 
and assessed value for which we could reliably obtain data. 
We used more specialized data—l fi gures for downtown 
visitors or hotel tax revenue—when it helped tell a particular 
downtown story. Comparisons across jurisdictions, however, 
focus on commonly available metrics. 

We expect most downtowns to rely on similar sources of 
proprietary data, but participating downtowns may prefer 
one source over another when obtaining similar data on 
metrics like commercial real estate (e.g., Colliers vs. CBRE). 
To the extent possible, instructions require that data sources 
remain consistent across geographic scales (downtown, city, 
region) and consistent over time for longitudinal analysis. 

The study team analyzed metrics and comparisons to 
develop value statements about each downtown or district. 
Three types of data fully illustrate each argument: 

1. Absolute facts provide quantitative context and a feel 
for the scale of the characteristic being used to make 
the argument. 

For example, under economy, a UPMO might want to 
make the argument that a thriving fi nancial services 
sector plays a critical role in the city’s economy. The 
number of fi nancial services jobs, the share of the 
city’s fi nancial services jobs located downtown, and 
the number/list of large fi nancial services companies 
headquartered downtown will help make the case that 
downtown has great importance to that sector and 
therefore the city. 

2. Indicators measure an argument at a secondary level 
by focusing on inputs or outputs and may refl ect 
the subject geography or serve as benchmarks for 
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comparison to peer downtowns or case studies of best 
practices.  

At this level, a UPMO could argue that its city’s fi nancial 
services sector is healthy and thriving. Comparing 
the growth of this sector in other downtowns, or the 
concentration of fi nancial services jobs relative to 
other downtowns would highlight the strength of the 
downtown’s appeal to fi nancial services businesses.

3.  Qualitative assessments inject anecdotal context and 
color into an argument.

For this level, the UPMO might include news reports of 
fi nancial services companies choosing to opem offi ces 
downtown. An interview with a company executive on 
why a fi rm chose to locate downtown would also be a 
powerful anecdote on downtown’s appeal.

Together, these different types of information allow IDA 
and the UPMO to communicate a downtown’s unique value 
to its city.

DEFINING DOWNTOWN

This study defi ned the commercial downtown as extending 
beyond the boundaries of a development authority or a 
business improvement district. For one thing, geographic 
parameters vary across data sources and frequently did not 
align with a UPMO’s jurisdiction.

Urban place management organizations vary widely in how 
they defi ne their service geography. To make boundaries 
replicable and comparable across data sources, the study 
team recommended aligning each downtown study area with 
commonly used census boundaries. In most cases this meant 
using census tracts, the smallest permanent subdivisions that 
receive annual data updates under the American Community 
Survey. They make ideal geographic identifi ers, since new 
data is released regularly, and tract boundaries do not 
change.

Employing census tracts may not accurately refl ect the value 
of every downtown. In some cases, census block groups 
more accurately captured the downtown boundaries. Though 
the Census Bureau occasionally subdivides block groups 
over time, block groups also receive annual data updates 
and are compatible with most data sources. We looked to 
the 2012 publication, The Value of Canadian Downtowns, for 
effective criteria:

1. The downtown boundary had to include the city’s 
fi nancial core. 

2. The downtown study area had to include diverse urban 
elements and land uses. 

3. Where possible, we sought hard boundaries such as 
major streets, train tracks, or geographic features like 
rivers.

4. An overarching consideration was that data compiled 
align with selected downtown study areas.

Each downtown provided IDA with the geography 
selected for its downtown, which IDA then worked 
to refi ne, given local conditions and UPMO needs. 
Customized shapefi les or census tracts defi ned the 
downtown boundaries. For city and regional boundaries, 
IDA worked with the downtown management organization 
to confi rm the accuracy of the respective census-
designated place or MSA.
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METRICS SELECTION
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PROJECT PROCESS

DATA COLLECTION

Both IDA and the local partner spent the fi rst phase of 
the project collecting data for the study. IDA collected 
data primarily from national databases (see Appendix 
3 for data sources), and the local partner worked with 
its data partners to obtain other locally-specifi c data. In 
instances where local data was not available, we allowed 
substitution or approximation for some metrics if clearly 
noted and explained.

CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

After compiling the data, we plugged all the information 
into an IDA database for analysis. The database organizes 
the data by metric, year, and geography for each district. 
This specialized tool also tabulates numerous ratios, 
percentages, changes, and comparisons used in the 
report. As an example, after plugging in employment and 
land area data the tool can calculate:

• Percent of citywide and regional jobs

• Percent of citywide and regional land area

• Percent total job growth between specifi ed years

• Percent job growth between specifi ed years broken 
out by industry

• Average jobs per square mile

• Percent of employment in knowledge industries

• Percent of citywide and regional knowledge jobs 
located downtown

• Share of employment by race

• Share of employment by age

• Share of workers living and working within the 
selected area

Applying this analysis across all years collected and 
all applicable geographies captured trends over time 
and within larger contexts. The fl ow chart of inputs, 
calculations, and arguments demonstrates how we 
move from raw data to making arguments in the report. 
Research staff also use their expertise and knowledge of 
downtowns to highlight key trends and draw connections 
between local insights and trends in the data.
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INPUTS CALCULATIONS ARGUMENTS

• Total land area

• Number of jobs

“As the economic engine of the 
city, downtown has a density of 
jobs nearly three times the city 
average, a rate of job growth twice 
the city average, and nearly 40 
percent of total city jobs.”

• Jobs per mi² downtown vs. city
(dividing jobs by total land area)

• Growth in jobs over time
(comparing past totals to the current year)

• Percentage of city jobs
(dividing downtown jobs by city jobs)

Enter value for downtown, city, and region Computed automatically Selected and refined by downtowns

BENCHMARKING TIERS

Based on the data collected for this study, we 
identifi ed three tiers of downtowns, defi ned by stage of 
development. We divided the 33 downtowns that have 
participated to date into “established,” “growing” and 
“emerging” tiers. Our analysis compared downtown 
fi gures to study-wide medians in three areas:

• Density

o Jobs per square mile

o Residents per square mile

o Assessed value per square mile

• Signifi cance to city

o Percentage of citywide jobs

o Percentage of citywide residents

• Long-term growth 

o Percent growth in jobs (2002–2017)

o Percent growth in population (2000–2017)

Established – These downtowns contain high proportions 
of their cities’ jobs and residents, are dense and highly 
valuable to their cities.

Growing – These downtowns have not yet hit a critical 
level of density and citywide signifi cance but show steady 
movement toward that critical mass. This group includes 
both larger downtowns with lower growth rates, and 
smaller downtowns with exceptional growth rates. 

Emerging – Varying sizes and growth rates mark these 
downtowns, which generally have lower density and a low 
proportion of citywide jobs and residents. Because the 
study examined growth rates since 2000, many downtowns 
that struggled during the recession had a harder time 
demonstrating signifi cant growth over the longer term 
despite stronger growth in recent years.

The compendium report The Value of U.S. Downtowns 
and Center Cities: Third Edition has additional data on the 
performance of emerging, growing, and established tiers 
of downtowns. 
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INPUTS CALCULATIONS ARGUMENTS

• Total land area

• Number of jobs

“As the economic engine of the 
city, downtown has a density of 
jobs nearly three times the city 
average, a rate of job growth twice 
the city average, and nearly 40 
percent of total city jobs.”

• Jobs per mi² downtown vs. city
(dividing jobs by total land area)

• Growth in jobs over time
(comparing past totals to the current year)

• Percentage of city jobs
(dividing downtown jobs by city jobs)

Enter value for downtown, city, and region Computed automatically Selected and refined by downtowns

BENCHMARKING TIERS

Based on the data collected for this study, we 
identifi ed three tiers of downtowns, defi ned by stage of 
development. We divided the 33 downtowns that have 
participated to date into “established,” “growing” and 
“emerging” tiers. Our analysis compared downtown 
fi gures to study-wide medians in three areas:

• Density

o Jobs per square mile

o Residents per square mile

o Assessed value per square mile

• Signifi cance to city

o Percentage of citywide jobs

o Percentage of citywide residents

• Long-term growth 

o Percent growth in jobs (2002–2017)

o Percent growth in population (2000–2017)

Established – These downtowns contain high proportions 
of their cities’ jobs and residents, are dense and highly 
valuable to their cities.

Growing – These downtowns have not yet hit a critical 
level of density and citywide signifi cance but show steady 
movement toward that critical mass. This group includes 
both larger downtowns with lower growth rates, and 
smaller downtowns with exceptional growth rates. 

Emerging – Varying sizes and growth rates mark these 
downtowns, which generally have lower density and a low 
proportion of citywide jobs and residents. Because the 
study examined growth rates since 2000, many downtowns 
that struggled during the recession had a harder time 
demonstrating signifi cant growth over the longer term 
despite stronger growth in recent years.

The compendium report The Value of U.S. Downtowns 
and Center Cities: Third Edition has additional data on the 
performance of emerging, growing, and established tiers 
of downtowns. 
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Appendix II: Principles and Benefi ts
ECONOMY: Within their regions, downtowns have 
substantial economic importance. 

Downtowns and center cities are valuable due to their roles 
as economic anchors for their regions. As traditional centers 
of commerce, transportation, education, and government, 
downtowns and center cities frequently serve as hubs of 
industry and revenue generators despite only occupying a 
small fraction of citywide land area.  Downtowns support 
high percentages of jobs across many different industries 
and skill levels. Because of their relatively high density of 
economic activity, investment in the center city provides a 
greater return per dollar for both public and private sectors.

Illustrative metrics: 

• Annual private investment

• Annual public investment

• Assessed value

• Average offi ce vacancy rate

• Average Class A offi ce rent 

• Average Class B offi ce rent 

• Average Class C offi ce rent

• Employment (primary jobs)

o By two-digit NAICS employment sectors

o By earnings

o By residence

o By demographics

• Hotel tax

• Income tax

• Incubator and co-working spaces

• Investment in construction projects

• Number of approved building permits

• Number of Fortune 1000 headquarters

• Offi ce inventory

• Offi ce space under construction 

• Offi ce square footage in pipeline (to be completed in 
three years) 

• Property tax

• Parking tax

• Sales tax
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INCLUSION: Downtowns invite and welcome all residents 
of the region (as well as visitors from elsewhere) by 
providing access to opportunity, essential services, 
culture, recreation, entertainment, and participation in 
civic activities.

As the literal and fi gurative heart of the city, downtowns 
welcome residents, employees, and visitors from all walks of 
life. Residents of strong downtowns often come from a wide 
range of racial, socioeconomic, cultural, and educational 
backgrounds, and represent all ages. This diversity ensures 
that as an inclusive place, a downtown has broad appeal to all 
users and a strong social fabric. 

Illustrative metrics: 

• Average residential vacancy rate

• Demographics

• Diversity Index

• Employment diversity

• Foreign-born residents

• Homeless residents

• House value for owner-occupied housing units

• Households by income

• Median gross rent

• Median home price

• Median household income

• Rent-burdened residents 

• Resident population

• Resident population by age 

• Resident population by highest educational attainment

• Resident population by race and ethnicity

• Residential inventory 

• Residential units in pipeline (to be completed in three 
years) 

• Residential units under construction

• Subsidized housing units

• Zillow median rental listing price by number of 
bedrooms

• Zillow median rental listing price per square foot by 
number of bedrooms
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VIBRANCY: Thanks to a wide base of users, downtowns 
and center cities can support a variety of retail, 
infrastructure, and institutional uses that offer broad 
benefi ts to the region.

The ability of vibrant places to attract visitors and new 
residents, as well as a regionwide consumer base, creates 
value. Vibrancy is the buzz of activity and excitement that 
comes with high-quality experiential offerings like breweries, 
restaurants, theatres, or outdoor events. As the cultural 
center its city, downtown typically attracts a large share of 
citywide visitors and holds a large share of citywide hotels 
and hotel rooms. An engaging downtown “creates the 
critical mass of activity that supports retail and restaurants, 
brings people together in social settings, makes streets feel 
safe, and encourages people to live and work downtown 
because of the extensive amenities.”1 

Illustrative metrics: 

• Annual festivals/parades

• Average hotel occupancy rate

• Average retail rent

• Average retail vacancy rate

• Average visitor length of stay

• Convention centers 

• Gyms and fi tness studios

• Hotel rooms

• Hotels

• Outdoor events permitted by city

• Population

• Retail businesses (retail trade and food & drink)

• Retail demand (retail trade and food & drink) 

• Retail sales (retail trade and food & drink) 

• Retail space in pipeline (to be completed in three years)

• Retail space inventory

• Retail space under construction

• Venues with live entertainment

• Visitation by origin

• Visitors
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IDENTITY: Downtowns preserve the heritage of a place, 
provide a common point of physical connection for 
regional residents, and contribute positively to the brand 
of the regions they represent. 

Downtowns and center cities are often iconic symbols 
of their cities, and this strong sense of place enhances 
local pride. The distinctive cultural offerings in downtown 
enhance its character, heritage, and beauty, and create an 
environment that other parts of the city can’t easily match. 
Combining community history and personal memory, a 
downtown’s cultural value plays a central role in preserving 
and promoting the region’s identity. Downtowns and center 
cities serve as places for regional residents to come together, 
participate in civic life, and celebrate their region, which in 
turn promotes tourism and civic society. 

Downtowns are “iconic and powerful symbols for a city and 
often contain the most iconic landmarks, distinctive features, 
and unique neighborhoods. Given that most downtowns 
were one of the oldest neighborhoods citywide, they offer 
rare insights into their city’s past, present and future.”2 

Illustrative metrics: 

• Convention attendees

• Conventions

• Farmers markets 

• Libraries

• Locally designated historic districts

• Locally designated historic structures

• Media mentions

• Museums

• National Register of Historic Places districts

• National Register of Historic Places structures

• Number of followers on Facebook

• Number of followers on Twitter

• Number of posts with Instagram hashtag

• Parks and natural areas

• Playgrounds

• Plazas/squares/amphitheater or other public outdoor 
gathering spaces

• Postsecondary institutions

• Postsecondary students

• Primary and secondary schools (public and private)

• Public art installations 

• Public pools

• Recreation and community centers, both public and 
private (e.g., YMCA)

• Religious institutions

• Sports stadiums 

• Sports teams
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RESILIENCE: Because of their diversity and density of 
resources and services, downtowns and their inhabitants 
can better absorb economic, social, and environmental, 
shocks and stresses.

As key centers of economy and culture, being resilient to 
city, regional, or even national shocks is highly important 
for ensuring stability, sustainability, and prosperity. Because 
of diversity and density of resources and services, center 
cities and their inhabitants can better absorb economic, 
social, and environmental shocks and stresses than the 
surrounding cities and regions. The diversity and economic 
strengths of strong downtowns and center cities equip them 
to adapt to economic and social shocks better than more 
homogenous communities. Consequently, they can play a 
key role in advancing regional resilience, particularly in the 
wake of economic and environmental shocks that hit less 
economically and socially dynamic areas particularly hard.

Illustrative metrics:

• Acreage of open space

• Annual greenhouse gas emissions per household

• Average life expectancy

• Average property crime rate 

• Average violent crime rate

• Bike Score

• Bike share stations

• Community gardens

• Commute mode for workers 16 and over

• Commute time for workers 16 and over

• Docked bikes

• Dockless bikes

• Electric car charging points

• Housing and Transportation Index

• LEED-certifi ed buildings

• Miles of bike lanes

• No leisure-time physical activity among adults 
aged > 18 in the last month

• Resident population in poverty

• Scooters

• Transit Score

• Transit stops (including rail and bus)

• Unemployment rate

• Walk Score
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Appendix III: Data Sources
NATIONAL DATA SOURCES FOR THE VALUE OF U.S. DOWNTOWNS AND CENTER CITIES

Social Explorer

American FactFinder

LEHD On The Map

Center for Neighborhood 
Techology

Zillow

National Register of 
Historic Places

Geolounge

Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention

FBI Uniform Crime 
Reporting
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Crime, Employment
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Crime, Employment
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Allows for selection and exporting
of sub-geographies down to census 
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The smallest geographies are
arbitrarily designated 
“neighborhoods,” some of which 
line up with the study areas, others 
of which don’t or don’t exist. In 
these cases, we got as close as we 
could with a ZIP Code

None

ZIP Code

ZIP Code
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RESILIENCE: Because of their diversity and density of 
resources and services, downtowns and their inhabitants 
can better absorb economic, social, and environmental, 
shocks and stresses.

As key centers of economy and culture, being resilient to 
city, regional, or even national shocks is highly important 
for ensuring stability, sustainability, and prosperity. Because 
of diversity and density of resources and services, center 
cities and their inhabitants can better absorb economic, 
social, and environmental shocks and stresses than the 
surrounding cities and regions. The diversity and economic 
strengths of strong downtowns and center cities equip them 
to adapt to economic and social shocks better than more 
homogenous communities. Consequently, they can play a 
key role in advancing regional resilience, particularly in the 
wake of economic and environmental shocks that hit less 
economically and socially dynamic areas particularly hard.

Illustrative metrics:

• Acreage of open space

• Annual greenhouse gas emissions per household

• Average life expectancy

• Average property crime rate 

• Average violent crime rate

• Bike Score

• Bike share stations

• Community gardens

• Commute mode for workers 16 and over

• Commute time for workers 16 and over

• Docked bikes

• Dockless bikes

• Electric car charging points

• Housing and Transportation Index

• LEED-certifi ed buildings

• Miles of bike lanes

• No leisure-time physical activity among adults 
aged > 18 in the last month

• Resident population in poverty

• Scooters

• Transit Score

• Transit stops (including rail and bus)

• Unemployment rate

• Walk Score
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“neighborhoods,” some of which 
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Data Available
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None; allows for drawing of custom 
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Appendix IV: Selected Study Defi nitions
Assessed value
Assessed value is the dollar value assigned to a property 
to measure applicable taxes. This fi gure is an aggregate 
for all property within the study area, or for the closest 
match to the study area for which data is available. 

Acreage of open space 
This fi gure is the total acreage of designated public 
spaces like parks or plazas; it does not include vacant lots.

Census block group 
A block group is a statistical division of a census tract, 
generally defi ned to contain between 600 and 3,000 
people, that is used to present data and control block 
numbering in the decennial census.

Census tract 
A census tract is a small, relatively permanent statistical 
subdivision of a county or equivalent entity, updated by 
local participants prior to each decennial census.

Creative jobs 
The study uses the NAICS industry sector of Arts, 
Entertainment, and Recreation to count creative jobs.

Development pipeline 
Development pipelines include projects very recently 
completed, currently under construction, and planned for 
completion within the next three years.

Diversity Index 
The Diversity Index is a measurement of the likelihood that 
any two randomly selected individuals will be of a different 
race or ethnicity. The closer the number comes to 100, the 
more likely the two will be different, indicating diversity.

Employment 
The study uses the LEHD on the Map tool to count 
“primary jobs.” Distinct from total jobs, primary jobs 
count only the highest-wage job when an individual holds 
multiple jobs at a time. This fi gure may not accurately 
refl ect less traditional types of employment like gig work 
or small startups.

Event venue 
Event venues include spaces typically used for public 
events such as conferences, conventions, concerts. This 
metric is somewhat subjective in that data is collected 
locally, and the downtown determines what qualifi es for 
inclusion. For example, a downtown might include a venue 
that is largely private but represents a part of the fabric of 
the event community.

Farmers markets 
The number of farmers markets is a count of both 
permanent and seasonal farmers markets.

Greenhouse gas emissions 
The Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing 
and Transportation Index includes an estimate of CO2 
emissions per household within a given area.

Housing and Transportation Index 
The Housing and Transportation Index, produced by the 
Center for Neighborhood Technology, measures how 
much an average household spends on housing and 
transportation relative to income. This fi gure demonstrates 
how urban places often have higher base rents, but much 
lower transportation costs. 

Knowledge jobs 
Knowledge jobs consist of jobs in the NAICS industry 
sectors of Information; Finance and Insurance; Real 
Estate and Rental and Leasing; Professional, Scientifi c, 
and Technical Services; Management of Companies and 
Enterprises; and Health Care and Social Assistance.

Media mentions 
This study sometimes uses independent sources to 
add nuance to the data. Forbes’s list of top 100 metro 
areas to start a new business represents this type of 
source. Another example might be a travel blog praising 
restaurants or entertainment options within the downtown. 
While not always quantitative sources, media mentions 
add color and perspective to the report.
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Middle-class 
This study defi nes middle-class as between 67% and 200% 
of area median income. This range was calculated for each 
downtown based on the median income of the region.

Millennial 
This study defi nes residents between the ages of 18 and 
34 as millennials. 

No leisure-time physical activity 
Presented as a percentage, no leisure-time physical 
activity is the share of residents within the geography who 
have not engaged in physical activity in their spare time 
within the past month from the time surveyed. 

Private investment 
Private investment is defi ned as money from private 
sources being invested in development. This fi gure is 
sometimes replaced by a sum of the largest development 
projects within the study area.

Public art installations 
This fi gure counts art installations that may be owned by 
either public or private entities and may be temporary or 
permanent. They must, however, be easily accessible by 
the general public. 

Public investment 
Individual UPMOs may defi ne public capital investment 
differently, but the fi gure generally includes municipal, 
state, and federal investment in capital projects downtown 
(such as open space or infrastructure). If only a specifi c 
bucket of public investment is available for measurement 
(for example, municipal public investment), this can be 
measured and footnoted in the profi les in lieu of capturing 
investments by other levels of government.

Rent-burdened 
Households paying more than 30% of their income to rent 
are considered rent-burdened.

Retail demand 
Retail demand measures the total spending potential 
of an area’s population, as determined by residential 
population and household income characteristics.3

Retail sales 
Retail sales measure total sales by businesses within the 
observed geography. All estimates of market supply are 
in nominal terms and are derived from receipts (net of 
sales taxes, refunds, and returns) of businesses primarily 
engaged in the sale of merchandise. Excise taxes paid 
by the retailer or the remuneration of services are also 
included—for example, installation and delivery charges 
that are incidental to the transaction.4

Sales to non-residents 
Sales to non-residents represents an estimate calculated 
by using fi gures for retail demand and sales to determine 
how much of downtown retail sales are to people who 
don’t live in downtown. Simply put, retail sales – resident 
retail demand = sales to non-residents. 

Sports teams 
The number of professional teams within the geography. 
This fi gure excludes college teams.
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count only the highest-wage job when an individual holds 
multiple jobs at a time. This fi gure may not accurately 
refl ect less traditional types of employment like gig work 
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Event venues include spaces typically used for public 
events such as conferences, conventions, concerts. This 
metric is somewhat subjective in that data is collected 
locally, and the downtown determines what qualifi es for 
inclusion. For example, a downtown might include a venue 
that is largely private but represents a part of the fabric of 
the event community.

Farmers markets 
The number of farmers markets is a count of both 
permanent and seasonal farmers markets.

Greenhouse gas emissions 
The Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing 
and Transportation Index includes an estimate of CO2 
emissions per household within a given area.

Housing and Transportation Index 
The Housing and Transportation Index, produced by the 
Center for Neighborhood Technology, measures how 
much an average household spends on housing and 
transportation relative to income. This fi gure demonstrates 
how urban places often have higher base rents, but much 
lower transportation costs. 

Knowledge jobs 
Knowledge jobs consist of jobs in the NAICS industry 
sectors of Information; Finance and Insurance; Real 
Estate and Rental and Leasing; Professional, Scientifi c, 
and Technical Services; Management of Companies and 
Enterprises; and Health Care and Social Assistance.

Media mentions 
This study sometimes uses independent sources to 
add nuance to the data. Forbes’s list of top 100 metro 
areas to start a new business represents this type of 
source. Another example might be a travel blog praising 
restaurants or entertainment options within the downtown. 
While not always quantitative sources, media mentions 
add color and perspective to the report.
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Middle-class 
This study defi nes middle-class as between 67% and 200% 
of area median income. This range was calculated for each 
downtown based on the median income of the region.

Millennial 
This study defi nes residents between the ages of 18 and 
34 as millennials. 

No leisure-time physical activity 
Presented as a percentage, no leisure-time physical 
activity is the share of residents within the geography who 
have not engaged in physical activity in their spare time 
within the past month from the time surveyed. 

Private investment 
Private investment is defi ned as money from private 
sources being invested in development. This fi gure is 
sometimes replaced by a sum of the largest development 
projects within the study area.

Public art installations 
This fi gure counts art installations that may be owned by 
either public or private entities and may be temporary or 
permanent. They must, however, be easily accessible by 
the general public. 

Public investment 
Individual UPMOs may defi ne public capital investment 
differently, but the fi gure generally includes municipal, 
state, and federal investment in capital projects downtown 
(such as open space or infrastructure). If only a specifi c 
bucket of public investment is available for measurement 
(for example, municipal public investment), this can be 
measured and footnoted in the profi les in lieu of capturing 
investments by other levels of government.

Rent-burdened 
Households paying more than 30% of their income to rent 
are considered rent-burdened.

Retail demand 
Retail demand measures the total spending potential 
of an area’s population, as determined by residential 
population and household income characteristics.3

Retail sales 
Retail sales measure total sales by businesses within the 
observed geography. All estimates of market supply are 
in nominal terms and are derived from receipts (net of 
sales taxes, refunds, and returns) of businesses primarily 
engaged in the sale of merchandise. Excise taxes paid 
by the retailer or the remuneration of services are also 
included—for example, installation and delivery charges 
that are incidental to the transaction.4

Sales to non-residents 
Sales to non-residents represents an estimate calculated 
by using fi gures for retail demand and sales to determine 
how much of downtown retail sales are to people who 
don’t live in downtown. Simply put, retail sales – resident 
retail demand = sales to non-residents. 

Sports teams 
The number of professional teams within the geography. 
This fi gure excludes college teams.
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Additional IDA Sources
IDA’s Vitality Index, powered by Stantec (2019): The IDA 
Vitality Index, powered by Stantec, is an interactive, online 
tool to benchmark the vitality of downtowns across the U.S. 
The Vitality Index refl ects the pioneering IDA research in The 
Value of U.S. Downtowns and City Centers, and measures 
vitality through three principles identifi ed in the VODT study: 
economy, inclusion, and vibrancy. Through these three 
principles, and fi ve core indicators in each principle, the 
Vitality Index aims to capture the pulse of the downtown and 
enable urban place managers to quantify and benchmark their 
district’s performance metrics among peer cities. The index 
uses a benchmarking system to understand how each of three 
vitality principles contributes to an overall combined score, 
calculated by comparing each metric to the national average. 
Most valuable, the index serves as a baseline and provides 
insights for the strategic evolution of a community. 

Quantifying the Value of Canadian Downtowns: A Research 
Toolkit (2016): This toolkit represents a groundbreaking effort 
to provide a common set of data and processes to help 
Canadian place management organizations establish and 
sustain evaluation and compare progress among downtowns. 
While geared toward Canadian downtowns, the toolkit has 
value for urban districts outside Canada looking to move 
toward data standardization and best practices. In the toolkit, 
organizations will fi nd directions and insights on collecting, 
organizing, storing, and presenting downtown-specifi c data 
to make the case for continued investment and support. 
The toolkit includes instructions and rationale for the choice 
of data metrics, and it recommends core, trend and pulse 
metrics. The kit organizes the core indicators around the 
principles of visibility (unique identity, brand, defi nition); vision 
(leadership, planning, collaboration); prosperity (economic 
data); livability (residential and uses); and strategy (types 
and values of public investment). The core indicators are 
population density (downtown/city); job density (downtown/
city); number of new commercial, residential, and mixed-use 
buildings; current value assessment of downtown properties 
(commercial, residential, institutional); capital investment 
(downtown/city); transportation modal split; number of large-

format grocery stores; amount invested in parks and public 
realm; and number of annual cultural events and festivals. 

The Value of Investing in Canadian Downtowns (2013): This 
study provides an extensive portrait of the contributions made 
by downtown areas across Canada, highlighting innovative 
approaches to revitalization and efforts being applied across 
the nation. It builds on an initial study phase, completed in 
2012, that examined ten of those downtowns, and tracks 
population, population density, job density and average block 
size of the downtown core and the municipality. The study 
organized data under visibility, vision, prosperity, livability and 
strategy. 

Downtown Rebirth: Documenting the Live-Work Dynamic 
in 21st Century U.S. Cities: This policy paper represents the 
culmination of a year-long effort by IDA and partners to 
develop an effective way of quantifying how many people and 
work in and around 231 job centers in 150 American cities. 
Without standard geographic defi nitions for downtowns and 
downtown residential neighborhoods, previous research 
relied on overly simplifi ed boundaries that didn’t capture 
the idiosyncratic shapes of urban employment nodes and 
thus failed to capitalize fully on existing federal data. For the 
fi rst time, Downtown Rebirth suggests a way both to defi ne 
and quantify downtown workforce and population numbers 
and document how these employment hubs and live-work 
environments are changing. 

The Value of U.S. Downtowns & Center Cities study expands 
on the efforts of IDA’s “Downtown Rebirth: Documenting 
the Live-Work Dynamic in 21st Century Cities” study, which 
provided guidelines for selecting downtown boundaries. 
This study uses these recommendations to defi ne downtown 
beyond the boundaries of a district management organization 
using a defi nition of downtown commonly understood by 
those in that community.
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